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In  accordance  with  Articles  162  and  350  of  the  Act  of  Accession  of 
the  Kingdom  of  Spain  and  the  Portuguese  Republic  to  the  European 
Communities<1>,  hereinafter  called  the  AA,  the  Commission  has  drawn  up 
this  report  on  the  situation  of  and  outlook  for  fishing  In  the 
Community  pursuant  to  Articles  158  and  161,  applicable  to  Spain,  and 
Articles  3~9 and  351,  applicable  to Portugal. 
In  addition  to  the  obligations  arising  from  these  Articles,  the 
purpose  of  this  report  Is  to  Identify  and  analyse  trends  In  Portuguese 
and  Spanish  fisheries  In  relation  to  the  other  ten  Member  States<2>, 
hereinafter  called  the  -TenM,  from  accession  to  the  present  day,  as  a 
result  of  the  application  of  both  the  derogations  provided  for  In  the 
AA  and  the  common  fisheries policy. 
This  report  also  takes  account,  In  the  guidelines  that  It  proposes, 
of  the  new  context  created,  In  particular,  by: 
the  proposal  for  a  Council  Regulation establishing  a  Community 
system  for  fisheries and  aquaculture<3>: 
the proposal  for  a  Council  Regulation establishing a  monitoring 
system applicable  to  the  common  policy<~>. 
This  report  assesses  the accession arrangements  for  fishing  and  Jays 
down  certain  guidelines  on  which  to  base  the  discussions  to  be  held 
during  1993  In  the  Council,  Parliament,  the  Economic  and  Social 
Convn I ttee  and  the  Adv tsory  CommIttee  on  F lsher I  es  regardIng  poss I  b I  e 
adjustments  to  these  arrangements. 
On  the  basis of  this  report  and  In  the  light  of  the  above-mentioned 
discussions,  the  Commission  will  make  any  appropr late  proposals  for 
regulations  to  the  ·Councl I,  In  accordance  with  Article  ~3  of  the 
Treaty.  These  proposals,  which  must  be  adopted  before  31  December  1993 
In  accordance  with  Artlcles162  and  350,  will  enter  Into  force  on 
1  January  1996.  The  rules  governing access  to waters  and  resources  as 
defined  In  Articles  156  to  16~  and  3~7  to 350,  and  any  amendments 
thereto,  will  remain  valid until  31  December  2002. 
C  1 )  OJ  No  L 302,  15.  11 . 1985. 
(2)  The  Kingdom  of  Belgium,  the  Kingdom  of  Denmark,  the  Federal 
Republic  of  Germany,  the  Hellenic  Republic,  the  French  Republic, 
Ireland,  the  Italian Republic,  the Grand-Duchy  of  LuxemboUrg  ,  the 
Kingdom  of  the Netherlands and  the  United Kingdom  of  Great  Britain 
and  Northern  Ireland. 
(3)  Document  COM(92)  387  final. 
(~)  Document  COM  (92)  392  final. PART  ONE 
F I SHEA I ES  BETWEEN  1  Q88  AND  1991 
FOLLOWING  THE  ENTRY  INTO  FORCE  OF  THE  ACT  OF  ACCESS I  ON 
OF  SPAIN  AND  PORTUGAL - 2  -
1.  CONDITIONS  FOR  ENGAGING  IN  FISHING  ACTIVITIES 
1.1.  Genera I 
The  provisions  concerning  fisheries  are  transitional  measures 
applicable  to  Spain  and  Portugal  and  the  "Ten"  with  regard  to 
fishing  activities  In  waters  under  the  jurisdiction of  these  two 
Member  States.  Their  purpose  Is  to  ensure  the  Integration  of 
Spain  and  Portugal  Into  the  Community,  while  respecting  the 
balance already existing between  the other  Member  States. 
The  activities of  alI  Spanish  and  Portuguese  vessels  have,  since 
accession,  been obliged  to comply  with all  rules which  are part  of 
the  'acquls  communautalre'  as  regards  conservation  and  management 
of  fisheries  resources  as  wei  I  as  monitoring  and  sanctions. 
App I I  cat I  on  of  the  common  fIsherIes  po II cY  has  made  It  necessary 
to  lay  down  additional  rules on  monltorlng<5>. 
Reciprocal  access  to  the  respective  waters  and  resources,  In 
particular,  Is  subject  to  transitional  arrangements  for  the 
monitoring  of  fishing  effort  which  fix  the  maximum  number  of 
vessels permitted to engage  In  fishing activities at  the  same  time 
as well  as  the areas  In  which,  and  conditions under  which,  fishing 
Is permitted. 
Lastly,  It  should  be  noted  that  fisheries  relations  between  Spain 
and  Portugal  are  subJect,  until  31  December  1995,  to  the  specific 
arrangements  established  between  these  two  countr les  before  the 
completion  of  the  accession  negotiations,  In  agreement  with  the 
Community. 
1.2.  Rules  governing access 
1.2.1.  The  6-12 mile  zone 
In  addition  to  the  fishing  activities  pursued  under 
arrangements  governIng  neIghbour I  y  reI at Ions,  detaIled  ru I  es 
are  laid  down  concerning  fishing  by  French  vessels  In  Spanish 
waters  and  by  Spanish  vessels  In  French  waters  between  6  and 
12  miles  of  their  respective  coasts,  on  the  basis  of 
traditional  fishing  actlvltles<O>.  Non-Portuguese  vessels 
are  not  granted  access  to  the  Portuguese  12-mlle  coastal  zone 
and,  conversely,  Portuguese  vessels  do  not  enJoy  such  access 
to the coastal  waters of  the other Member  States. 
(5)  commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3531/85 of  12  December  1985  -OJ No 
L 336,  1~.12.1985, p.  20. 
(6)  Annex  I  to Council  Regulation  (EEC)  170/83  of  25  January  1983;  OJ 
No  L 24,  27.1.1983. 1. 2.2. 
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Spanish  fishing activities  in  the waters of  the. "Ten" 
Fishing  by  Spanish  vessels  In  the  waters  of  the  "Ten"  (other 
than Mediterranean waters)  Is  subject  to  the  restrictions  laid 
down  In  Articles 157  to  160  of  the  AA  and  by  Commission 
Regulation  <EEC)  No  3531/85(7). 
1.2.2.1.General 
Under  Article 157,  •only  those  vessels  referred  to  In 
Articles 158,  159  and  160  may  engage  In  fishing activities and 
may  do  so  solely  In  the  zones  and  under  the  conditions 
specified  In  those Articles.• 
The  zones  In  which  those Spanish  vessels  may  fish  are set out 
In  Articles 158  to 16o<8>. 
Articles 158  and  159,  which  regulate  the  fishing activities of 
the  300  vessels  In  the  basic  list  annexed  to  the  AA,  provide 
for  fishing  possibilities  In  ICES  divisions  Vb,.  VI,  VII, 
VIlla,  band d  but  not,  until  31  DeceMber  19e5,  In  the  Irish 
box  as  defined  In  Article 156(1)  (see  Annex  I  Map  No  1).  It 
shoUld  be  •ade  clear  that  this  box  already  existed  under  the 
arrange~~ents  applicable  before  a-ccession  pursuant  to  the 
bilateral  agreeMent  between  the eo..unlty and  Spain. 
Article 180(1)  permits certain forms  of specialized fishing  In 
certain  zones,  naMIY  divisions  VIlla,  b  and  d  and,  In  the 
case of vessels fishing for  sea-bream,  In  divisions Vllg,  h,· J 
and  k.  Fishing  for  tuna,  a  highlY  migratory  species,  Is 
permitted  In  all  zones. 
Under·the  AA,  Spanish  vessels  othe~ than  tuna  vessels  are  not 
per•ltted to fish  In  the  triangle constituted by  French  waters 
In  the  north-eastern  part  of  division VIlle  (Eskote  Triangle) 
(see Annex  I  Map  No  2). 
(7)  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3531/85  of  12  DeceMber  1885;  OJ  No 
L 336,  1~.12.1085, p.  20. 
(8)  The  wording  of  the  Spanish  version  11  slightly  different.  It 
reads:  •Los  barco•  conte.plados  en  los  artlculos  158,  158  y  160 
ser6n  Joe  dnlcos  que  podr6n  faenar  In  las  zonas  y  en  las 
condiciones  QUe  en  ellos  se  fiJan•,  I.e.  only  those  vessels 
referred  to  In  Articles  158-160  may  fish  In  the  zones  and  under 
the  conditions  specified  In  those  Articles.  However,  It  does  not 
allow for  a  different  Interpretation,  not  withstanding the absence 
of  the word  •solely•. - 4  -
1.2.2.2.  In  the  case  of  non-special lzed  fishing.  the  fishing  effort  of 
Spanish  vessels  In  the  zones  referred  to  above  Is  restricted 
by  means  of: 
a  basic  list of  300  vessels permitted  to fish  In  the waters of 
the  "Ten•.  This  list  has  been  amended  several  times  at  the 
request  of  following  the  Spanish  authorities.  A corrigendum 
Including  a  series of  amendments  was  published  In  OJ  No  L 134 
of  31  May  1988.  Changes  In  the  class of  vessels  (trawler-to-
longllner.  long liner-to-trawler)  were  accepted  once  the 
Spanish  authorities  proved  that  the  vessel  belonged  to  the 
other  category  before  1  January  1986.  the  date  of  accession. 
Under  these  condItIons.  7  trawlers  were  transferred  to  the 
category  of  longllners  and  3  longllners  to  that  of  trawlers. 
These  changes  reduced  the  number  of  trawlers  from  201  to  187 
and  Increased  the number  of  longllners  from  99  to 103. 
a  oer lodlcal  list of  150  standard  vessels<9>  (Including  f lve 
allocated  for  fishing  for  species  other  than  demersal) 
permitted  to  fish  at  the  same  time  In  tho  zones  referred  to 
above  up  to  the  following  limits:  23  In  divisions  Vb  and  VI; 
70  In  division VII;  57  In  division VIII  a.  band d. 
The  number  of  vessels  Included  In  the  per lodlcal  list  can  be 
Increased  on  the  basis  of  the  development  of  overall  fishing 
possibilities allocated  to Spain  for  tho stocks subject  to TACa. 
Prov lsi  on  Ia  made  for  rep lacementa  wl thIn  the  Span Ish  fleet  In 
Community  waters of  the Atlantic.  Under  this clause vessels which 
are  laid up  may  be  replaced by  vessels of  the aa .. category  having 
half  the  engine  power  of  the  vessels  they  replace.  These 
arrangements  apply  only  In  so  far  as  the  capacity of  the  fleet  of 
the other  Member  States  In  that  region  Ia  not  Increased. 
Since  the  Conllllsalon  has  not  been  able,  to  thla  day,  to  confirm 
that  the  capacity  of  the  Conlllunlty  fleet  In  the  eo.munlty  waters 
of  the  Atlantic  has  not  Increased,  It  has  not  applied  the  first 
subparagraph  of  Article 159(2),  but  has  accepted  the  replac  ...  nt 
of  vessels  on  the  list  on  a  "one  for  one•  basis,  In  accordance 
with  the  second  subparagraph of  that Article. 
Under  these  conditions,  14  replacements  have  been  accepted,  of 
which  10  were  trawlers and  4  were  longllners. 
According  to  the  Information  available  to  the  Commission.  four  of 
the  vessels  on  the  list  are  no  longer  active  at  this  tl ..  :  three 
have  sunk  and  one  has  been  exported. 
Of  the  basic  list of  300  vessels,  285  have  been  permitted to fish 
In  the  1989-92  period. 
(9)  A standard  vessel  Ia  a  vessel  having  a  brake  horsepower  equal  to 
700  hp  (A.A.  Article 158). - 5  -
The  figures  concerning  the  utilization  of  fishing  possibilities 
(periodical  I isis)  are  set  out  In Annex  I I.  The  percentage of  use 
of  these  fisheries  during  1989-91  Is  around  96~ of  the  total  for 
the  150  standard  vesse Is  and  99~  for  the  U5  standard  vesse Is 
fishing  for  demersal  species. 
1.2.2.3.  Specialized  fishing  vessels 
Provisions  similar  to  those  governing  non-specialized  fishing 
were  also  laid  down  for  this  category  of  fisheries  (tuna, 
sardines,  anchovies). 
The  figures  concerning  the  utilization  of  fishing 
possibilities  (basic  and  periodical  lists)  are  set  out  In 
Annex  Ill.  The  percentage  of  use  of  these  fisheries  by  the 
vessels  on  the  periodical  lists  Is  100X  for  longl lners  less 
than  100 grt  and  vesse Is  fIsh  1  ng  for  anchovy  as  theIr  ma 1  n 
fishing  activity,  almost  87~  for  vessels  fishing  sea-bream, 
almost  751  for  sardine  boats  less  than  100 grt,  more  than  601 
for  fishing  from  vessels  not  exceeding  50 grt  carried  out 
exclusively  with  fishing  rods,  and  more  than  ~01  for  vessels 
fishing  for  anchovy  for  use  as  live bait. 
Between  1989  and  1991,  a  total  of  66~ vessels  on  average  were 
permItted  to  fIsh  for  tuna;  thIs  Is  the  only  category  of 
specialized  fishing  where  an  unlimited  number  of  vessels  may 
fish at  the  same  time. 
1.2.2.~.  According  to  the periodical  lists,  the  total  number  of Spanish 
vessels  of  all  categories  permitted  to  engage  In  specialized 
and  non-specialized  fishing  activities  In  the  waters  of  the 
•Ten•,  during the period  1989-92,  Is 1,285. 
1.2.2.5. Allocation of  fishing possibilities 
The  Council  fixes  the  fishing  possibilities  for  Spanish 
vessels  each  year  on  the  basis of Article 161  of  the  AA  which 
lays  down  the  TAC  share  to  be  allocated  to  Spain  (see  Table 
No  1). s 
a) 
b) 
C) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
pecles 
Hake 
Monkfish 
Magri• 
Crawfish 
Pollack 
Anchovies 
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The  table  below  summarizes  the  TAC  share  allocated  to  Spain 
pursuant  to  the  AA  as  well  as  to  the  other  Member  States 
concerned: 
TABLE  1 
ICES  divisions  Allocations  In  J 
B  0  G  ES  F  IRL  NL  PT 
Vb,  VI,  VII,  VII lab  0.57  0.00  0.00  30.00  54.95  3.31  0.39  0.00 
( 10) 
Vb,  VI  3.59  4.10  3.85  44.23  10.00 
VII  9.24  1.03  3.8·7  59.30  7.58  1.20 
V  lllabd  15.23  84.7 
VIlle,  IX  83.33  0.08  18.58 
Vb,  VI  11.38  44.31  12.95 
VII  2.70  30.00  38.42  18.55 
Vlllabd  55.33  44.87 
Vb,  VI  0.20  0.81  1.35 
VII  8.00  24.31  38.87 
VII lab  8.00  94.00 
VIlle  98.00  4.00 
Vllld  0.00  100.00 
Vb,  VI  0.20  52.21  7.87 
VII  3.09  0.20  71.29  8.08 
VII lab  17.00  83.00 
VIlle  90.00  10.00 
Vllld  0.00  100.00 
VIII  90.00  10.00 
(10)  See  Table  2  for  trends. 
UK 
10.78 
30.77 
17.98 
31.36 
14.33 
97.84 
32.82 
39.92 
17.38 TAC 
EC  shares 
E 
B 
f 
IRL 
NL 
UK 
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In  the  case  of  hake,  the  quotas  allocated  to  Spain  In  divisions 
Vb,  VI,  VII  and  VIlla  and  b  account  for  30  X of  all  the  hake  TACs 
In  those  divisions.  Table  2  shows  the  development  of  the  Spanish 
quota  as well  as  the  shares of  the other  Member  States. 
TABLE  2 
HAKE  - Vb  (ECZ),  VI,  VII,  VIla,  b,  d,  e 
1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990  1991  1992 
35750  38280  35080  35300  49500  60000  62500  58250  61490  82650  84580 
28250  28980  28180  28400  - - - - - -
Percentage  In  relation  to  the  TAC 
28.57  25.85  25.39  25.21  38.36  30.00  30.00  30.00  30.00  30.00  30.00 
( 11)  ( 11)  (11) 
0.42  0.57  0.57  0.59  0.51  0.57  0.58  0.58  0.59  0.58  0.57 
58.74  58.47  5~.80  59.18  50.32  55.03  54.96  54.95  54.94  54.97  54.96 
3.84  3.59  3.71  3.68  3.13  3.32  3.31  3.31  3.30  3.31  3.31 
- 0.27  0.29  0.28  0.24  0.36  0.38  0.39  0.39  0.36  0.38 
10.63  11.45  11.24  11.08  9.44  10.72  10.77  10.77  10.78  10.78  10.78 
Quotas  have  also  been  specified  as  a  percentage  of  TACs,  zone  by 
zone,  for  monkfish,  megrim,  crawfish,  pollack,  and  anchovy. 
For  the  species  subJect  to  TACs  but  not  to  quotas,  a  flat-rate 
quantity  of  30,000  t  for  blue  whiting  and  31  000  t  for  horae 
mackerel  Is  allocated to Spain. 
(11)  Article 181(2)  of  the AA. 1. 2. 3. 
1 . 2.  <4. 
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Portuguese  fishing activities  In  the waters of  the  "Ten" 
Fishing  by  Portuguese  vessels  In  the  waters  of  the  "Ten" 
(other  than  the  Mediterranean)  Is  restrIcted  by  the 
transIt iona I  measures  set  out  in  Article 349  of  the  AA,  by 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3715/85  and,  since  1986,  by  an 
annual  Council  Regulation  (1992  Is  covered by  Regulation  CEEC) 
No  3894/91 ) . 
Under  Article  3~8  only  those  vessels  referred  to  In 
Article 349  may  fish  and  may  do  so  solely  In  the  zones  and 
under  the conditions  that  are specified  In  that  Article. 
Portuguese  f lshermen  have  access  only  to  ICES  zones  Vb,  VI, 
VII  and  VIlla,  band d  except,  until  31  December  1995,  for  the 
Irish  box  <see  Annex  I,  Map  No  1)  for  two  species subject  to a 
TAC,  namely  blue whiting and  horse mackerel. 
The  fish lng  posslb Ill t les  and  the  correspond lng  number  of 
vessels  are  fixed  annually  by  the  Council,  which  can  also  fix 
fishing  possibilities  for  species  not  subject  to  TACs  for  the 
same  zones. 
S I  nee  access I  on,  on I  y  three  other  Portuguese  vesse Is  have 
requested  authorization  to  fish  tuna  In  the  waters  of  the 
•Ten•,  two  of  them  at  the  same  time.  It  should  be  noted  that 
Portuguese  vessels  make  almost  no  use  of  their  fishing 
possibilities  In  the waters of  the  •Ten•  (see Annex  Ill). 
Fishing activities of  the  •Ten•  In  Spanish waters 
Fishing  by  vessels of  the  •Ten•  In  Spanish  waters  are  defined 
In  Article 164  of  the  AA,  Regulation  (EEC>  No  3718/85  of  the 
Commission  and,  since  1988,  an  annual  Council  Regulation  (for 
1992,  Regulation  CEEC)  No  3891/91). 
The  Council  fixes  the  possibilities and  the  number  of  vessels 
for  non-spec I  a I I  zed  f Ish I  ng  each  year.  For  spec I  a I I  zed 
fishing,  the  same  quantitative  restrictions,  access  and 
monitoring methods  apply  as  for  specialized fishing by  Spanish 
vessels  In  the waters of  the  •Ten•. 
The  figures  relating  to  the  use  of  fishing  possibilities 
(basic  and  periodical  lists)  are  set  out  In  Annex  IV.  On  the 
periodical  lists,  the percentage of use of  these fisheries  for 
1989-91  Is  very  high  for  vessels  fishing  for  anchovy  as  their 
main  fishing  activity  for  use  as  I lve  bait,  average  for 
longllners  less  than  100  grt,  low  for  vessels  more  than 
100  grt  and  none  or  practically  none  for  vessels  less  than 
50  grt  and  sardine boats. 
With  regard  to  tuna  vessels,  170  vessels  on  average  were 
permItted  to  fIsh  dur lng  the  reference  per lod.  1  t  should  be 
noted  that  the  number  of  vessels  permitted  to  fish  falls  each 
year. 1. 2 .5. 
1.2.6. 
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The  tot  a I  number  of  a I I  types  of  vesse Is  of  the  "Ten" 
permitted  to  fish  In  Spanish  waters  during  1989-92  Is  362  on 
the  basic  list  and  344  (342  French  vessels  and  2  Irish 
vessels)  on  the periodical  I lsts. 
Fishing activities of  the  -Ten"  In  Portuguese waters 
Article  351  of  the  AA  stipulates  that  fishermen  of  the  "Ten" 
have  access  only  to pelagic  species other  than  large  migrants 
and  to  species  not  subject  to  TACs  and  quotas  In  ICES 
divisions  IX,  X and  CECAF. 
With  regard  to  large  migratory  species,  untl I  31  December 
1995: 
fishing  for  albacore  tuna  (Thunnus  alalunga)  Is  permitted 
only  under  certain  conditions  (fishing  methods,  types  of 
vesse Is,  fIsh lng  per lod)  In  ICES  X  and  In  the  CommunIty 
CECAF  zone; 
fishing  for  tropical  tuna  In  certain  zones  Is  permitted 
only  around  the  Azores  and  Madeira. 
Detailed rules are  laid  down  annually  by  the council. 
The  figures  relating  to  the  use  of  fishing  posslbl I I ties 
(basic  and  per lodlca I  lists)  are  set  out  In  Annex  IV.  It 
should  be  noted  that  French  vessels permitted  to fish  for  tuna 
In  Portuguese waters are normally  permitted  to fish  In  Spanish 
waters at  the  same  time. 
The  percentage  of  use  of  fIsh lng  posslb II It les  reI at lng  to 
albacore  tuna,  the  only  category  limited  to  a  maximum  number 
of  110  vessels,  was  46X  for  1989-91.  With  regard  to  tropical 
tuna  and  other  tunas,  an  average of  158  vessels were  permitted 
to  fish  during  the  same  period.  It  should  be  noted  that  the 
number  of  vessels permitted  to fish  Is  falling each  year. 
The  total  number  of  all  types  of  vessels  of  the  •Ten• 
permitted  to  fish  In  Portuguese  waters  during  1989-92  Is  320 
(318  French  vessels  and  2  Irish  vessels)  on  the  basic  and 
periodical  lists. 
The  reciprocal  access  arrangements  between  Spain  and  Portugal 
are  fixed  by  Articles  165  and  352  of  the  AA.  These  articles 
take  over  certain  provisions  contained  In  the  bilateral 
agreement  concluded  before  the date of accession.  These  access 
arrangements expire on  31  December  1995. - 10  -
1.3.  Special  and  additional  conditions 
1.3.1.Licenslng system 
The  M  prov 1  des  for  a  system of  I lsts of ·vesse Is  permItted  to 
engage  In  fishing activities. 
The  maximum  permitted  number  of  vessels  and  the  requirements 
to be  met  for  the  Issue of  licences  are  laid  down  In  a  number 
of Council  and  COmmission  Regulations. 
Under  this  system,  there  are  six  major  geographical  groups, 
which  correspond  to  the  fishing  activities of  Spanish  vessels 
In  the  waters  of  the  •Ten•  and  In  Portuguese  waters, 
Portuguese  vessels  In  the  waters  of  the  •Ten•  and  In  Spanish 
waters,  and  vessels  of  the  •Ten•  In  Spanish  and  Portuguese 
waters. 
For  each  of  these  groups,  categor lea  of  f lsher lea  have  been 
fixed  with  a  series of  restrictions concerning,  In  particular, 
the  number  of  vessels,  their  technical  characteristics  Cgrt, 
length  between  perpendiculars),  fishing  zones,  species,  the 
period of authorization,  the  fishing gear  which  may  be  used or 
held  on  board,  and  other  restrictions  concerning  the 
application  of  the  conversion  coefficient  based  on  power  or 
tonnage,  the  ob II gat I  on  to  keep  a  licence  document  on  board, 
the  obllgat lon  to  fIsh  for  a  minimum  consecut lve  number  of 
days,  etc. 
The  number  of  vessels  Is  regulated  by  a  system  of  baste  and 
periodical  lists. 
The  authorities  concerned  must  communicate  to  the  Commission, 
not  later  than  a  month  before  the  beginning of  the  period  of 
authorization  of  the  fishery  concerned,  the  basic  lists  of 
ve11ets  likely  to  engage  In  fishing  activities.  These  lists 
contain  Information  concerning  Identification  of  vessels, 
their  technical  characteristics  and  Identification  of  the 
owners. 
The  authorities  concerned  communicate  to  the  Commission, 
between  2  and  15  days  (depending on  the category)  before  their 
entry  Into force,  the draft  periodic  list of  vessels  likely  to 
engage  In  fishing activities simultaneously. 
These  lists contain  Information  concerning  the  Identification 
of  vesse Is  and  theIr  owners,  the  per lod  for  wh lch  a  fIsh lng 
authorization  Ia  requested,  the  type  of  fishing  and  the  zone 
envisaged  and,  where  applicable,  the  conversion  coefficients. 
The  periodical  .lists  are  adopted  by  the  Commission  and 
transmitted  to  the  authorities  concerned  between  1  and  ~days 
(depending  on  the  category)  before  the  date  scheduled  for 
their entry  Into  force. 1. 3. 2. 
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Control  measures 
Present  situation 
Special  conditions  In  .the  relevant  Commission  Regulations 
require  the  fishing  vessels  concerned  to report  certain events 
(entry  into  the  EEZ,  exit  from  the  EEZ,  change  of  ICES 
subdivision,  start  fishing,  stop  fishing,  etc.)  to  the 
competent  national  authorities.  Furthermore  these  vessels 
have  to  report  to  the  Commission  quantities  of  fish  on  board 
and  of  fIsh  caught  each  week  and  upon  every  entry  Into  and 
exit  from  ICES  zones.  Vessels  do  not  always  comply  with  these 
obligations.  In  that  event,  sanctions  may  be  Imposed  upon 
those  vessels,  In  accordance  with  the  provisions  of  COUncil 
regulation  (EEC)  n'3781/85(12).  Furthermore  the  Commission 
has  very  limited means  with  which  to verify  the  system  because 
of  the  management  gap  between  Itself  and  the  national 
authorities.  Experience  has  also  shown  that  the  content  of 
the  reports  received  from  the  fishing  vessels  Ia  often 
ambiguous  because  the  conditions  laid  down  In  the  Regulations 
are  not  sufficiently  clear.  The  structure  and  format  of  the 
reports  does  not  allow  for  automat lc. handling  of  Incoming 
messages.  The  nature  of  the  procedure  (radio  transmission 
from  a  vessel  to  a  coastal  station)  also  negatively  affects 
the  quality  of  the  Information.  All  these  factors  make  the 
processIng  of  IncomIng  messages  a  I  abour-1 ntensl ve  task  and 
the  resulting  catch  statistics  are  not  considered  very 
reliable. 
Spec If  lc  Art lcles  In  the  relevant  RegulatIons  requl re  the 
Member  states to report  catches of  tuna  In  each other's waters 
to  the  Commission  on  a  monthly  basis.  Member  States  have 
apparently  failed  to do  so. 
Legislative  framework 
Pursuant  to  the  reg I  me  provIded  for  In  the  AA  of  SpaIn  and 
Portugal,  the  Commission  has  adopted  a  number  of  Regulations 
laying  down  the  technical  and  control  measures  pertaining  to 
EEC  fishing  vessels  operating  In  Spanish  and  Portuguese 
waters<13),  Spanish  vessels  In  Portuguese  waters  and 
Portuguese  vessels  In  Spanish  waters<14),  Spanish  vessels  In 
EEC  waters  (excluding  Portugai)C15)  and  Portuguese  ·vessels 
In  EEC  waters  <excluding  Spaln)<18). 
These  regulations  fix  a  wide  variety of  technical  and  control 
measures;  characteristics of  vessels  (gross  tonnage,  overall 
(12)  COUncil  Regulat lon  (EEC)  n'3781/85  In  OJ  No  L  383  of  31.12.1985 
p.  28. 
(13)  Commission  Regulations  (EEC)  No  3718/85  and  (EEC)  No  3719/85,  OJ 
No  L 380,  31.12.1985,  pp.  7  and  28. 
(14)  Commission  Regulations  (EEC)  No  3718/85  and  (EEC)  No  3718/85,  OJ 
No  L 380,  31.12.1985,  pp.  14  and  20. 
(15)  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3531/85,  OJ  No  L  338,  14.12.1985, 
p.  20 
(18)  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3715/85,  OJ  No  L  380,  31.12.1985, 
p.  1 - 12  -
length,  engine  power),  access  (periodical  lists),  catch 
reporting  requirements,  and  licences  for  special lsed  fishing. 
The  Implementation  of  these  Regulations  has  given  rise  to  a 
number  of  specific  problems  over  the  past  seven  years.  These 
stem  In  part  from  the complexity of  the Regulations  themselves 
and  In  part  from  diverging  Interpretations  of  specific 
obligations  and  procedures  arising  from  and  associated  with 
their  Implementation. 
The  strict  enforcement  of  the  periodical  lists  has  been 
undermined  by  the  sheer  volume  of  vessels  and  the  difficulty 
of  excluding  those  vessels  which  have  been  guilty  of 
lnfr lngement.  These  part lcular  problems  are  most  evident  In 
area  VIII,  In  general,  where  the  French  authorities  have 
experienced  considerable  difficulties  control ling  Spanish 
vesse Is  whIch  have  been  se~tn  to  u t I I I  ze  false  or  masked 
ldentlflcatlon<16). 
(16)  This  type  of  activity  Is  prohibited  under  Colnmlaelon  Regulation 
(EEC)  No.  1381/87,  OJ  L  No  L 132,  21.5.1987,  p.  9 - 13  -
1.~.  Uti llzatlon of  fishing  possibilities between  1986  and  1991 
1.~.1.  Apparent  level  of utilization of  fishing  possibilities 
AVERAGE  APPARENT  LEVEL  OF  UTILIZATION  OF  FISHING  POSSIBILITIES 
AS  RESTRICTED  BY  THE  ARRANGEMENTS  IN  THE  AA(18) 
1 .... 2. 
FLEET  CONCERNED 
Spanlah  •non-apeclallzed fleet•/ 
EC-10  waters 
Spanish  •specialized fleet/ 
EC-10  waters 
ES  1  Portuguese waters 
PT  I  EC-10  waters· 
PT  I  Spanish waters 
EC-10/  Spanish waters 
EC-10/Portugueae waters 
Allocation of  resources 
1989-1991 
X of utilization 
96 
82 
76 
8~ 
~0 
The  allocation  formulae  pose,  Inter  alIa,  the  problem  of 
conalstency  between  apeclea.  Thla  Ia  particularly  true  for 
benthic  apeclea,  where  the  actual  catch  composition  bears 
little  relation  to  that  planned  for  the  quotas.  The  110at 
obvious  case  Ia  that  of  monkfish  In  ICES  division  VII.  The 
Spanish quotas of megrim  and  crawfish cannot  be  caught  without 
catches  of  110nkflah  exceeding  the  quota  allocated  to  Spain. 
This altuatlon  leads either  to fraud or  to discards. 
In  addition,  there  are  some  •all  quotas,  both  for  Spain  In 
the waters of  the  •Ten•,  and  for  France  In  Spanish waters,  the 
relevance  of  which  has  not  been  conflrMd  by  the  catches 
recorded elnce 1986. 
(18)  Only  fisheries  to  which  access  Ia  restricted  by  the  nUIIIber  of 
vessels and/or  licences are  taken  Into account. - 14  -
It  is  also  necessary  to  stress  the  problem  of  fishing  for 
anchovy,  where  France  is  regularly  restricted  by  the  Quotas 
(lOX  of  the  TAC)  allocated  to  lt.  This  smal I  percentage 
reflects  the  limited  Interest  taken  In  anchovy  by  French 
fishermen  In  the  1970s.  Interest  has  grown  conslerably  since 
then,  particularly  because  of  the  demand  of  the  Spanish 
market.  These  difficulties are exacerbated by  a  confl let  over 
fishing  gear,  with  French  fishermen  widely  using  the  pelagic 
trawl,  use  of  which  Is  prohibited  In  Spain  because  many 
Spanish  fishermen  consider  that  this  techniQue  should  be 
proscribed. 
The  difficulties encountered  by  Spain  and  France  In  connection 
with  their  small  Quotas  of  monkfish  In  ICES  division  VII  and 
anchovy  In  ICES  division  VIlle  respectively  led  these  two 
Uember  States to make  an  exchange  In  1992. 
Last I  y,  the  Quest I  on  of  the  geograph I  ca I  reference  used  for 
each  stock  must  be  ment loned.  For  hake,  separate  TACs  and 
Quotas  are  set  for  ICES  dIvIsions  V,  VI  and  VII  on  the  one 
hand  and  VIlla,  b,  on  the other.  Biologists  dO  not  make  this 
distinction.  Uoreover,.  this  distinction  has  become 
meaningless  since  the  acknowledgement  of  "flexibility•, 
whereby  geographical  transfers of  fishing  rights  for  hake  are 
authorized. 
Uore  generally,  although  stocks  of  many  species  In  divisions 
VIlle  and  IX  receive  different  treatment  than  their 
counterparts  In  the  waters  of  the  "Ten",  while  biologists 
consider  that  this  procedure  Is  based  on  reasonable 
hypotheses,  there  Is  no  certa lnty  that  they  are  correct  for 
either  hake,  horse mackerel,  mackerel  or  blue whiting. - 15  -
2.  DEVELOPt.tENT  AND  SITUATION  OF  THE  FISHERIES  SECTOR  AFFECTED  BY  THE 
ACT  OF  ACCESSION  OF  SPAIN  AND  PORTUGAL  BETWEEN  1986  (1989)  AND  1992 
2.1.  Development  of  fishing capacity 
DEVELOPMENT 
DEVELOPMENT  OF  THE  COWUUNITY  FISHING  FLEETS  -POWER  AND  GROSS  REGISTERED  TONNAGE 
DEVELOPMENT  OF  THE  FLEET  IN  PERCENTAGE  TERMS 
SPAIN  PORTUGAL  EEC  10  EEC  12 
In  relation to  an  Tonnage  Power  Tonnage  Power  Toooage  Power  Tonnage  Power 
Index  of  100  s  s  s  s  s  s  s  s 
1/1/86  (ES-PT  Index)  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  - - - -
111/87  (EEC  10  Index)  NA  NA  NA  NA  100.00  100.00  NA  NA 
In  1988  102.09  113.41  98.73  103.29  94.83  89.18  100.00  100.00 
In  1989  91.84  101.03  95.25  98.87  94.95  90.21  98.53  97.46 
In  1990  87.71  89.58  90.10  95.44  95.42  97.88  94.90  100.41 
In  1991  86.57  88.78  85.57  94.36  93.19  93.01  92.73  96.53 
In  1992  85.30  90.11  86.48  98.12  95.85  95.04  93.88  98.48 
So,  for  the  periods concerned,  a  reduction  of 
between 
between 
between 
1986  and  1992  14.70  9.89  13.54  3.88  - - - -
1987  and  1992  - - - - 4.35  4.96  - -
1988  and  1992  - - - - - - 6.14  1.52 
The  table  above  serves  only  as  an  Indication,  In  view  of  the 
variety  of  the  sources  of  Information  used.  Nevertheless,  a 
reduct I  on  In  the  capacIty  expressed  In  tonnage  and  power  for 
Spain,  Portugal,  Denmark,  Germany,  France,  and  Italy  can  be  seen 
over  the  period  from  1986-92.  The  other  Member  States  Increased 
their  fishing capacity over  this period. - 16  -
2.2.  Development  of  fishing effort 
The  establishment  of  basic  lists made  It  possible  to  control  the 
fishing capacity with  access  to the waters of  the  •Ten•.  However, 
this  near  stability of  nominal  capacity  does  not  reflect  similar 
stability  of  actual  capacity.  It  Is  difficult  to  assess  the 
development  of  the  fishing  power  of  the  vessels  concerned.  The 
element  whIch  Is  most  d Iff I  cui t  to  d lscern  corresponds  to  the 
longllners,  since  the  engine  power  of  such  vessels  does  not 
accurately  reflect  fishing  power.  In  particular,  the  provision 
stipulating that  longllners which  acquire  automation equipment  are 
to be  considered equivalent  to  two  trawlers  has  not  been  applied. 
However ,  It  shou I  d  be  noted  that  SpaIn  has  prohIbIted  the  use  of 
technology  which  has  led  to  large  Increases  In  efficiency  In 
recent  years  (pelagic  trawls,  gill  nets  for  tuna). 
It  Is  even  more  difficult  to  compare  the  development  of  catch 
capacity of  the other  Member  States for  fisheries  to which  Spanish 
vessels  have  access.  The  absence  of  segmentat lon  and  of  direct 
measures  to manage  fishing effort of  the  fleets of  the  •Ten•  means 
that  quantified appraisal  Is  not  possible. 
2.3.  The  situation of  stocks and  foreseeable  trends 
2.3.1.  Review  of major  stocks 
The  situation  regarding  the  resources  affected  by  theM  Is 
broadlY  similar  to  the overall  diagnosis  provided  In  the  1991 
Report,  which  provides  the  basis  for  the  measures  proposed  by 
the  Commission  under  the  multlannual  guidance  programmes 
(series  Ill)  for  the  1992-98  period.  This  diagnosis  also 
shows  that,  since  accession,  trends  In  the  main  resources 
other  than  those  to which  Spain  and  Portugal  had  access,  have 
not  provided  new  fishing opportunities. 
It  Is  worth  mentioning,  In  the  light  of  recent  ICES  analyses, 
that  over  the  I  ast  few  years  exp lo I tat ion  rates  have  grown 
significantly  In  the Atlantic and  adjacent  seas.  They  are  now 
at  the  same  level  or  exceeding,  those  for  the  same  species  In 
the  North  Sea. 
In  the  case of  the stocks referred  to  In  the Act  of Accession, 
pe I  ag I  c  resources.  some  of  whIch  are  covered  by  spec I  a 1 I  zed 
fisheries,  provide  no  Immediate  overall  cause  for  concern. 
However,  scientists  consider  that  sardine  stocks  In  zones 
VIlle  and  IX  •hould  henceforth  be  subJect  to  management 
measures.  In  addition,  there  Is some  debate  regarding anchovy 
stocks  In  zone  VIII,  which  are clearly much  less abundant  than 
they were  a  few  decades  ago,  especially  In  VIlle. 
However,  It  Is  not  possible  to  reach  a  scientific consensus on 
how  much  of  this  trend  Ia  due  to  fishing  and  how  much  to 
natural  variations. 2.3.2. 
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The  situation  of  the  benthic  stocks  (species  living  directly 
on  the  bottom  or  In  contact  with  it)  covered  by  the  AA  varies 
according  to  the  species  and  zones  concerned.  Some  stocks  of 
crawfish  are  moderately  exploited.  Megrim  does  not  cause 
Immediate  concern.  On  the  other  hand,  there  is  a  worrying 
development  in  the  case  of  monkf 1  sh.  ThIs  sItuatIon  can  be 
attributed  to  the  biological  vulnerability  caused  by  the 
longevity  of  the  species  concerned  (particularly  In  the  case 
of  the  white  monkfish},  to  the  use  of  new  techniques  by 
certain  fleets  (twin  trawls),  and  the  steady  demand  for  this 
product  which,  at  least  In  the  northern  regions.  used  to  be 
negligible. 
Where  demersal  stocks are concered  (species  living near  to  the 
bOttom>.  overexploltatlon  Is  the  general  rule.  The  highest 
fishing  Intensity  Is  from  the  west  of  Scotland  to  the  Celtic 
Sea  for  major  Gadidae  and  In  Iberian  waters  for  hake,  whereas 
In  the  south  and  the  south-west  of  Ireland  and  In  the  Bay  of 
Biscay  the  situation  of  these  stocks  seems  less  alarming. 
With  regard  to  species  for  which  the  two  new  Member  States 
have  quotas,  attention must  be  drawn  to  hake.  While  stocks  In 
the  north  (VIlla,  b,  VII,  VI  and  V)  have  been  chronically 
overexploited,  the  situation of  stocks  In  the  south  could  be 
serious,  Judging  by  trends  In  catches over  recent  years. 
The  situation  for  pollack  is  more  difficult  to  assess.  The 
low  vulnerability of  juveniles  to  trawls  provides  an  a  priori 
safety margin  which  could prove  Insufficient. 
Lastly,  It  Is  worth  noting  the  resources  not  referred  to  In 
the  AA  and  present  In  zones  VII,  VIII  and  IX,  which  were  of 
considerable  size  before  catches  began  to  dwindle  but  have 
shown  no  tangible  signs  of  recovery  since  then  (sea-bream). 
Strict vigilance must  be  exercised  In  the case of other  stocks 
(bass)  If  negative developments  are  to be  avoided. 
Management  of  the stocks concerned 
The  1991  Report  has  outlined  the  limits of  the main  management 
Instruments  of  the  CFP.  These  limits  are  part lcular ly 
apparent  for  the  atlantic  fisheries,  In  particular  In  region 
Ill  (division VIII  and  IX). 
The  very  small  number  of  fisheries  closed  since  1G86  Is  more 
an  lndlcat ion  that  TACs  have  been  set  at  non-constraining 
levels  than  proof  of  wise  management  of  quotas  at  national 
levels.  The  rate of utilization of  the  TACs  listed  In  Annex  V 
shows  that  the  management  measures  provided  for  are  not 
operational.  Certain  precautionary  TACs  have  even  led  to  the 
travesty of  'paper'  fish  (cf.  megrim  In  division  IX). 
Technical  measures  have  had  a  variable  Impact  according  to  the 
sectors  concerned.  In  region  Ill  (divisions  VIII  and  IX). 
they  have  been  very  poorly  appl led,  as  confirmed  by  the 
fishing  Industry and  the Council  (Council  meeting on 2.3.3. 
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fisheries  of  October  1991).  A very  serious  problem  therefore 
remaIns  concernIng  catches  of  Juven I I  es,  which  has  a 
particularly damaging  effect  on  hake  stocks. 
In  addition,  as  pointed  out  earlier,  direct  management  of 
fishing  effort  has  explicitly  affected  only  Spanish  vessels 
operating  In  the waters of  the  •ren•. 
Fishery  research 
Although  management  by  means  of  TACs  and  quotas  has  not  been 
effective because  the  TACs  used  are mainly  precautionary ones, 
this  Is  partly  because  scientific  knowledge  has  seldom  been 
capable  of  developing  analytical  TACs  and  partly  because  the 
fisheries  concerned  are  not  suitable  for  manage~~~ent  by  TACs 
and  Quotas,  particularly  If  these are conceived strictly on  an 
annual  and  single-species basis. 
Progress  In  obtaining  analytical  studies  on  the  stocks 
concerned  has  been  slow.  The  biological  characteristics  of 
these  stocks  explain  to  some  extent  the  difficulties 
encountered  In  settIng  up  data  bases.  The  unre II ab Ill ty  of 
official  catch statistics also causes serious difficulties,  to 
which  can  be  added  the  limited  resources  made  available  to 
researchers,  Inadequate  coordination  In  several  Member  States 
between  the  collection  of  administrative  statistics  and 
biological  sampling  and  Insufficient  coordination of  research 
between  Member  States. 
However,  It  Is  clear  that  stepping  up  research  Into  resource 
analysl•  alone  will  not  make  TACs  and  annual  Quota•  an 
adequate  Instrument  for  the  management  of  the  fisheries 
covered  by  the  AA.  Within  ICES,  work  has  been  carried out  to 
develop  a  more  synthetic  approach.  This  work,  which  focuses 
on  fisheries  In  regions  VII  and  VIII,  must  be  developed  In 
greater detail  and  extended. 
It  must  also  be  stressed  that  few  or  no  studies  have  been 
carried out  on  the  technology  of  fishing gear,  particularly as 
regards selectivity. 
Lastly,  economic  extensions  are difficult  to establish  In  the 
absence  of  structures  and  suitable  means  for  socio-economic 
research,  In  both  Portugal  and  Spain. 
2.4.  External  markets  and  resources 
2.4.1.  Trends  In  the  supply  of  the  market  In  fishery  products  In 
Spain and  Portugal 
2.4.1.1.  SPAIN 
The  study  on  trends  In  Intra-community  trade  In  fishery 
products shows  that  the situation on  the Spanish market  before 
and  after  accession  Is  not  substantially  different  to  the 
situation of  MeMber  States  (see Annex  VI). - 19  -
If  1985,  the  last  year  during  which  Spain  was  not  a  member  of 
the  Community,  Is  taken  as  the  reference  year  (base:  100),  the 
Spanish  Index  for  Quantities  was  120  In  1991  as  compared  with 
the  Community  average  index  of  130  (Annex  IX).  It  can  be 
concluded  that  Imports  of  fishery  products  Into  Spain  from  Its 
Community  partners  Increased  less  QUickly  than  the  Community 
average  despite  the  liberalization of  trade  resulting  from  the 
abolition of  tariff  and  non-tariff barriers. 
Analysis of  the  Indices  for  the  value of  traded  products  shows 
that,  even  when  the  Increase  In  market  shares  was  lower  In 
quantitative  terms  for  Spain  than  for  the  "Ten"  for  certain 
markets  {I.e.  France  and  Italy),  the  Increase  In  terms  of 
value was  greater  than  for  the other  Member  States.  There  has 
therefore  been  an  Improvement  In  the  qual lty  of  Spanish 
exports  If  not  In  the quantity. 
Spain,  which  ranked  fifth  out  of  the  twelve  states  In  Intra-
Community  trade  In  1985,  fel 1  to  sixth  In  1991  both  In 
quantity  and  In  value. 
In  over  a II  terms,  It  therefore  seems  that,  as  far  as  Intra-
Community  trade  In  fishery  products  Is  concerned,  Spain's 
accession  to  the  Community  has  benefited  Spain  more  than  It 
has  benefited  Its partners. 
In  addition,  the  value  of  Spanish  Imports  of  fishery  products 
from  non-member  countries  Increased  five-fold  between  1985  and 
1991  while  the  Increase  was  only  two-fold  for  all  the  Member 
States over  the same  period  (Annex  VI). 
In  terms of  market  share,  the Community's  share of  the  Spanish 
market  has  fallen  during  this  period.  Community  products, 
wn1ch  accounted  for  approximately  ~OS of  supply  to this market 
In  value  terms  before  enlargement  (351  In  198~ - ~81  In  1985) 
accounted  for  only  221  In  1991. 
One  can  therefore  conclude  that  Spain's  accession  to  the 
Community  has  resulted  In  an  explosion  of  Imports  of  fishery 
products  Into  that  country.  However,  this  has  benefited  non-
member  countries much  more  than  It  has  the other  Member  States 
of  the Community. 
2.~.1.2.  PORTUGAL 
The  situation  Is  relatively different  for  Portugal.  The  Index 
for  Imports  of  fishery  products  (In  quantity)  Increased  from 
100  In  1985  to  270  In  1991  (Annex  VI). 
Portugal,  which  ranked  second  to  last  among  the  Member  States 
In  1985,  reached  eighth  place  for  quantities  and  seventh  In 
terms of  value  In  1991. 2.4.2. 
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As  a  result  of  the  liberalization  of  trade  between  Portugal 
and  its  Convnun i ty  partners.  therefore.  imports  of  fishery 
products  from  the  other  ~ember  States  appear  to  have 
Intensified. 
Imports  Into Portugal  from  non-member  countries are  Increasing 
(In  value)  at  the  same  rate  as  the  Community  average 
(Annex  VI).  The  Increase  is  slightly  slower  In  quantitative 
terms.  This  has  resulted  In  an  Increase  In  the  share  of  the 
Portuguese  market  held  by  Its  Community  partners.  The  other 
~ember  States  of  the  Community  provided  26X  of  supplies  to 
Portugal  (In  value>  In  1984  and  1985  and  32X  In  1991. 
Unlike  Spain,  Portugal's  accession  to  the  Community  has  not 
significantly  changed  its  trading  patterns  with  regard  to 
Imports  from  non-member  countries.  On  the  other  hand,  It  has 
appreciably  strengthened  Portugal's  links  with  its  Community 
partners  In  this field. 
External  resources:  ~ultl lateral  relations  and  relations  with 
non-member  countries 
Articles  167  and  354  of  the  AA  lay  down  provisions  concerning 
external  resources. 
In  view  of  the COmmunity's  exclusive competence  with  regard  to 
the  common  fisheries  policy,  Spain  and  Portugal  withdrew  from 
those  International  Conventions  to which  the Community  as  such 
was  already  a  party.  For  matters  within  the  COmmunity's 
sphere  of  competence,  following  the  customary  procedures  the 
Community  replaced  Spain  and  Portugal  In  those  conventions  to 
which  It  was  not  yet  a  signatory.  In  matters  of  mixed 
competence,  each  Member  State  may  maintain  Its  membership  or 
renounce  it. 
Since  accession,  the  Community  has  been  responsible  for 
managing  the  agreements  concluded  by  Spain and  Portugal  before 
accession. 
The  agreements  In  force  at  the  time  of  accession  were 
maintained  untl I  they  were  taken  over  by  the  Community.  This 
was  done  by  Integrating Spain and  Portugal  Into  the  agreements 
concluded  by  the  community  of  "Ten"  with  the  non-member 
countries  concerned  or,  where  necessary,  by  renegotiating 
wl thIn  the  Conmun I ty  framework  on  the  bas Is  of  the  •  acqu Is 
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Such  is  the  case  of  the  agreements  comprising  possibilities 
for  trawling  and  tuna  fishing,  with  Morocco,  Equatorial 
Guinea,  Angola  and  Mozambique.  Moreover,  after  accession  and 
at  the  request  of  Spain,  five  purely  tuna  agreements 
(Madagascar,  sao  Tome  and  Principe,  Comoros  Islands, 
Uaurltlus,  Cape  Verde)  were  also  concluded  and  give  fishing 
possibilities to  the  French  tuna  fleet. 
Since  enlargement,  the  number  of  fisheries  agreements  between 
the  C011111un I ty  and  non-member  countr lea  haa  rIsen  from  10  to 
23. 
However,  the  overall  quantitative  contribution  to  production 
of  access  to waters outside  the  fishing  areas of  the  COIIIIIunlty 
Is difficult  to measure  owing  to  the  variety of  the  agreements 
and  their  Implementation. 
Spain  and  Portugal  brought  a  case  before  the  Court  In  1990 
for  annulment  of  the  Councl I  Regulations  distributing  the 
catch  quotas  of  the  Community  In  the  waters  of  certain  non-
member  countrles<19).  They  claimed  In  particular  that  the 
Council  had  applied  the  principle  of  relative  stability  of 
fishing activities too  rigidly  and  therefore  Incorrectly. 
Several  of  these  cases  remain  pending  but  the  Court,  In 
judgments  dated  13  October  1992(20),  rejected  some  as  a 
whole.  Nevertheless,  the  Court  recognized  that  the  two  Uember 
States  have  the  r lght  to  be  Included  In  the  dlstr lbut ion  of 
new  fishing  possibilities  that  may  become  available  under  the 
terms  of  agreements  with  non-member  countries  concluded  after 
accession  and  covering  fishery  resources  still  to  be 
distributed.  Moreover,  the Court  also established that,  at  the 
time  of  any  eventual  review  of  the  distribution  system  In 
accordance with Article  ~(2) of  the Regulation  CEEC)  No  170/83 
of  the  Council,  the  two  Uember  States  could  advance  their 
claims on  the same  footing  as all  the other  Uember  States. 
(19)  The  proceedings  for  annulment  brought  before  the  Court  concern 
the  distribution  for  1990,  1991  and  1992  of  the  resources 
aval lable  In  the  waters  of  Greenland,  the  Faroe,  Norway  and 
Sweden. 
( 20)  In  joInt  cases  63/90  and  67/90,  and  In  cases  70/90  ,  71/90  and 
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3.  CONCLUSION 
The  accession  system  can  be  regarded  as  a  special  case  of  direct 
management  of  inputs.  This  being  the direction of  future  development  of 
the  CFP,  It  Is  particularly  Important  to  make  a  thorough  assessment. 
The  conclusions  that  one  can  draw,  however,  are  seriously  limited  by 
the  fact  that  the  management  under  review  did  not  apply  to  the  fleets 
of  the  "Ten",  hence  the  feel lng  of  discrimination  on  the  part  of  the 
fishermen of  the  new  Member  States. 
A  lesson  has  nevertheless  to  be  drawn  from  the  difficulties 
encountered  by  the official  authorities  In  enforcing  the  agreements,  as 
wei  I  as  the  problems  faced  by  fishermen  and  shipowners.  In  view  of  the 
narrow  catch  possibilities available  to  non-special lzed  vessels  on  the 
basic  list outside  the waters of  the  "Ten",  the  length of  time  spent  on 
the  temporary  lists  appeared  Insufficient  to  make  the  vessels 
profitable.  The  number  of  vessels  on  the  basic  list  amounts  to 
overcapacity  In  economic  terms. 
In  addition,  the  system of  fishing  plans  appears  to  fishermen  to  be 
a  particularly  rigid  way  of  managing  fishing  effort.  On  the  other  hand 
it  allows a  simplification of monitoring. 
Control  has  nevertheless  remained  the  weakest  link  In  the  chain. 
The  main  difficulty has  been  to get  the  fishermen  to accept  the  system, 
for  the  three  reasons  referred  to  above:  the  sense  of  discrimination, 
the  difficulty  In  operating  vessels  profitably  and  the  rigidity of  the 
fishing  plan  formula.  In  addition,  no  use  has  been  made  of  technology 
which  could  have  facilitated  monitoring  (satellites).  Similarly,  the 
penalties  Imposed  on  those  committing  Infringements  have  not  acted as a 
deterrent  and,  lastly,  cooperation  between  Member  States  and  the 
Commission  In  this area  has  largely been  Insufficient. 
By  way  of  an  example,  differences of  Interpretation with  the  Spanish 
authorities  have  meant  that  the  removal,  from  the  periodic  lists,  of 
vessels  Involved  In  serious  Infringements,  as  demanded  by  the 
Commission, ·has  not  materialized. 
As  regards  access  to non-Community  waters,  the Community,  faced  with 
the  challenge  posed  by  the  accession  of  Spain  and  Portugal,  both  of 
which  have  strong  fishing  traditions,  has  been  able  to  find  an  overall 
positive  solution  by  substantially  Increasing  the  posslbl 1  I ties  of 
access  to  International  waters  and  the  waters  of  non-member  countries 
for  the Community  vessels. 
The  shortcomings  referred  to  above  should  be  remedied  In  the  recent 
Commission  proposals on  the basic Regulation  and  the control  system. - 23  -
PART  TWO 
GUIDELINES  FOR  POSSIBLE  ADJUSTMENTS 
TO  THE  ARRANGEMENTS  IN  THE  ACT  OF  ACCESSION 
This part  does  not  present  for ..  l  proposals 
on  the part of  the cc-lsslon but guidelines 
for  possible adJust ..  nts to the accession 
arra~nts fro. 1  January  1996. 
On  the basis of  the discussions which  this report 
will  engender  within the various Ccn  anlty 
Institutions.  the eo.nlsslon will ..  ke  the 
appropriate  legislative proposals. - 24  -
1.  THE  ARRANGEUENTS  IN  THE  ACT  OF  ACCESSION  IN  RELATION  TO 
THE  REVISED  CFP 
1.1.  The  purpose  of  the  exceptional  arrangements  Introduced  by  the  AA 
was  to  enable  the  mutual  adjustments  to  the  fleets  concerned 
without  cal ling  Into question  the  fundamental  principles  regarding 
access  and  allocation  adopted  by  the  "Ten"  In  1983.  These 
temporary  arrangements  were  adopted  for  a  17-year  per lod,  from 
1  January  1986  to  31  December  2002.  This  period  Is  particularly 
long  If  compared  with  the  average  duration  of  transition 
arrangements,  which  normally  last  7  to  10  years.  Since  the 
provisions  of  the  AA  rule  out  any  changes  to  the  duration  of  the 
arrangements,  other  than  possible  adjustments  adopted  by  the 
Council  on  the  basis  of  Art lcles  162  and  350  of  the  AA,  which 
cannot  take  effect  before  1  January  1996,  they  will  remain  In 
force  unti I  31  December  2002. 
If  the  fleets  concerned  are  to  be  standardized,  It  should  be 
remembered  that  at  the  time  of  the  negotiations  on  the  accession 
of  Spain  and  of  Portugal,  the  policy  on  the  conservation  and 
management  of  fisheries  resources  had  just  emerged  after  a  long, 
hard gestation and  was  consequently  relatively vulnerable. 
Although  the  possible  repeal  of  Regulation  CEEC)  No  170/83  under 
no  circumstances  allows  for  changes  to  the  agreed  duration of  the 
transitional  period,  the  conditions  of  access  and  fishing  by  the 
fleets  of  Spain  and  Portugal  In  the  waters  of  the  •Ten•  and 
vice  versa  must  be  examined,  not  In  the  climate  of  1983,  but  In 
that  of  1992.  To  this end,  point  1.2 summarizes  the  timetable  and 
the  forthcoming  deadlines. 
At  the end  of  Its  1991  Report  on  the CFP,  the Commission  undertook 
to  review  the  CFP  while  maintaining  the  principles on  which  "blue 
Europe"  Is  founded. 
It  Is  Important  therefore  to  consider  the  future  of  the  fleets 
affected  by  the  arrangements  In  the  AA  In  this  new  context. 
Points  1.3  and  1.4  summarize  the  •forward  thinking"  currently 
being discussed  by  the Council  and  Parliament  and  Indicate  the  new 
elements  In  the  I lght  of  which  the  AA  arrangements  must  be 
examined. 
1.2.  Legal  situation 
In  order  to  Identify  the elements of  the  AA  arrangements  likely  to 
be  adapted,  It  Is  helpful  to  recapitulate  the  legal  situation,  on 
a  case  by  case  basis,  assuming  that  the  existing  legal  framework 
remains  unchanged: 
the  general  arrangements  In  the  AA,  as  regards  the  conditions 
of  access  and  fishing  by  the  Spanish  and  Portuguese  fleets  In 
the  waters  of  the  •Ten"  and  vice  versa,  remain  In  force  until 
31  December  2002; - 25  -
the  Community  prov1s1ons  adopted  under  the  Accesion  regime  and 
particularly  those  in  the  area of  monitoring  and  sanctions are 
also  to  remain  In  force  untl 1  31  December  2002; 
the  conditions  of  access  to  the  Irish  box  by  the  Spanish  and 
Portuguese  fleets  remains  In  force  untl I  31  December  1995; 
access  to  the  waters  of  the  Azores  and  Madeira  for  fishing  of 
albacore  and  tropical  tuna  by  the  vessels  of  the  "Ten"  Is 
restricted until  31  December  1995; 
fisheries  arragements  between  Spain  and  Portugal  agread  at  a 
bilateral  level  and  Integrated  In  the  AA  expire on  31  December 
1995. 
1.3.  The  new  political  and  legal  context<1> 
In  order  to  rationalize  the  CFP,  the  com.lsslon  Is  recommending  a 
global,  Integrated  approach  concentrating  alI  the  means  for 
attaInIng  more  effectIve  regu I  at I  on  of  a I I  the  condItIons 
governing  the  exploitation of  fishery  resources,  In  particular  by 
taking  Into  account  all  the  parameters  likely  to  Influence  fish 
mortal lty.  In  view  of  current  overflshlng,  the  Commission  is 
recommending  a  strategy  which  alms  Initially  at  attaining  a 
balance  between  the  existing  fishing  effort  and  resources  and,  at 
a  later  stage,  at managing  this balance. 
The  task  of  regulating  fishing  effort,  which  will  henceforth  take 
account  of  both  Inputs  and  outputs,  Is  closely  linked  to  the  need 
to encourage  the  development  of  responsible  fishing  to  ensure  the 
rational  exploitation of  the  living  resources of  the sea. 
This  new  approach  reQuires  the  adoption of  new  Instruments  such  as 
licences.  To  this end,  the  Introduction of  a  Community  system  Is 
a  solution  whereby  both  transparency  and  fairness  can  be 
safeguarded.  In  this  spirit,  Intensified  monitoring  and  control 
are also envisaged,  to ensure better management  of  the  appl lcatlon 
of  the  CFP. 
With  regard  to  the  'acQuls  communautalre',  this  Is  fully 
maintained  and  concerns,  In  particular: 
the  derogation  from  the  principle of  free  access  to  Community 
waters  by  ColnmUnlty  vessels  within  the  12-mlle  coastal  zone, 
and  the  exception  to  this  derogation,  whereby  access  Is 
granted  to  this zone  under  certain conditions; 
the  principle  of  relative  stabl I lty  In  the  allocation  of 
aval table  fishery  resources  among  the Member  States; 
(1)  The  Commission  proposal  replacing basic Regulation  (EEC)  No  170/83 
Is  currently  being  examined  by  the  Council  and  Parliament,  and 
should  be  adopted before  the end of  1992. - 26  -
the  maintenance  of  the  Shetland  Box  and  the  possibility  of 
creating  boxes  where  resources  are  biologically  sensitive 
because  of  the  conditions  in  which  they  are exploited. 
1.4.  The  AA  arrangements  within  the  new  framework 
The  conditions of  access  to  the waters of  the  "Ten"  by  the  Spanish 
and  Portuguese  fleets  and  vice  versa  must  thus  be  examined  In  the 
I lght  of  the  new  context. 
Ualntenance  of  the  derogation  from  the  principle  of  free  access 
within  the  12-mlle  limit  makes  It  possible  to  maintain  existing 
balances  for  the  fisheries  concerned,  thereby  acknowledging 
certain  rights  and  obligations  of  the  local  people,  particularly 
In  regions  dependent  on  fisheries.  Renewal  of  the  conditions  of 
access  by  certain  fleets  to  parts  of  the  coastal  waters  of  the 
Uember  States,  as  fixed  In  1983,  strengthens  this  principle, 
thereby  ensuring  that  fishing  traditions  In  this  area  are  not 
destroyed. 
Whereas  In  1983  a  choice  was  made  to  focus  I  egIs I  at ion  on  the 
control  of  outputs  (restricting  catches  of  certain  stocks),  In 
1986  the  AA  recognized  the  need  for  other  measures,  such  as 
restrictions on  the  number  of  authorized  vessels  (basic  list)  and 
the  fishing  time  of  those  vessels  (periodical  list  and 
communication obligations).  This  approach  Is  now  In  line with  the 
new  general  system  which  proposes,  In  Identical  cases,  combining 
different  means  of  control I lng  exploitation  levels  by  fixing 
maximum  fishing effort  and/or  authorized catches. 
The  first  element  concerns  taking  account  of  all  the  parameters, 
which  Influence  fish mortality,  which  was  achieved  under  the  AA  by 
the  Introduction of  a  basic  I 1st  and  a  periodical  list  permitting 
a  given  fleet  to  fish  In  a  specific zone  for  a  specific species. 
The  second  element,  purely  administrative  In  nature,  Is  the 
generalisation of  the  system of  fishing  licences  by  the obligation 
for  all  Community  vessels or  vessels operating  In  Community  waters 
to  hold  a  licence  conforming  to  a  standard  Community  model  and 
Issued  by  the  competent  authorities  of  the  Member  States. 
Although  this  Is  a  generalized  system,  It  provides  the  basis  for 
an  approach  fishery  by  fishery,  whereby  access  will  be  regulated 
through  the obligation to  hold  a  specific  licence.  The  obligation 
to  f lgure  on  a  list  of  author I  zed  vesse Is  to  have  access  to  a 
fishery  Is  therefore  In  line with  the  new  framework. 
The  third  element  concerns  monitoring.  Tho  new  arrangements  for 
monitoring  the  appl.lcatlon  of  tho  CFP  henceforth  apply  to  tho 
entire sector  and  operate  according  to  a  series of  objectives  and 
Instruments  which  provide  a  new  context  for  the  current  control 
arrangements  applied under  the  AA. - 27  -
This  can  be  Illustrated,  In  particular,  by  the  monitoring  of  the 
movement  of  vessels,  lrrespect lve  of  whether  they  are  obliged  to 
hold  an  Individual  llcence<2>,  the  reduction  of  fishing  time  In 
the  case  of  vessels which  fall  to  reduce  their  catch  capaclty<3>, 
or  the  possibility  of  suspending  or  revoking  licences  where  the 
rules are  not  compl led  with. 
The  process of  harmonizing  penalties and  strengthening cooperation 
between  the  Member  States  In  the  field  of  monitoring  should  make 
It  possible  to  repeal  the  Individual  control  and  sanction measures 
applicable  to Spanish  vessels<4>. 
The  above  argues  In  favour  of adjusting the  AA 
arrangements by  Integrating  t~  Into the new 
fra.ework which  will  be created by  the adoption of  the 
proposal  for  a  Council  Regulation establl•hlng a 
community  syst .. for  fisheries and  aquaculture. 
For  all  the species SUbJect  to TACS  and  quotas,  since 
the syat .. Ia  to be ..  lntalned,  the fishing activities 
of Spanish and  Portuguese vessels  In  the waters of  the 
·ren•  (eJcept  for  the Mediterranean)  will  continue to 
be subJect  to quantitative restrictions  In  accordance 
with  the principle of relative stability. 
Moreover,  fishing effort will  be controlled  In 
accordance with  the relevant provisions of  the 
proposed Regulation. 
With  regard to acce•• to waters,  the conditions under 
the  AA  .ust be  Integrated  Into the general  ach .... 
Sl•llarly, the conditione governing  the surveillance, 
.anltorlng and  control  of fishing actlvltle• .ust be 
revised  In  thla spirit. 
(2)  See  Articles 23  and  7  of  the  proposal  for  a  COUncil  Regulation. 
(3)  See  Article  29  of  the  proposal  for  a  COUncil  Regulation. 
(4)  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3531/85  and  Reglement  CCEE)  n"3781/85. - 28  -
2.  GUIDELINES  FOR  THE  POSSIBLE  ADAPTATIONS  TO  THE  RULES  OF  THE  AA. 
2.1.  The  conditions of  access  to Community  waters  and  resources 
2.1.1.  Areas  where  access  and  fishing  are  limited or  prohibited 
2.1.1.1.  IRISH  BOX  AND  FISHING  FOR  TUNA 
In  accordance  with  Articles  158  and  3~9.  access  to  the  Irish 
Box  for  the Spanish  and  Portuguese  fleets permitted  to  fish  In 
Atlantic  waters  of  the  "Ten•  is  prohibited  until  31  December 
1995. 
In  accordance  with  Article  351,  for  vessels 
fishing  for  albacore  and  tropical  tuna  are 
31  December  1995. 
of  the  "Ten" 
limited  until 
Accordingly,  in  accordance  with  the  M,  the  restrictions  on 
access  to  the  Irish  Box  for  Spain  and  Portugal  and  those  on 
fishing  for  albacore  and  the  tropical  tuna  for  the  "Ten"  wil I 
be  without  effect  as  from  1  January  1996. 
2.1.1.2.  TRIANGLE  IN  ICES  AREA  VIlle  (ESKOTE  TRIANGLE} 
With  regard  to  the  triangle  located  In  waters  under  French 
jurisdiction  In  the  North  East  sector  of  division  VI  I lc 
(Annex  I,  Uap  No  2),  an  area  covered  by  bl lateral  arrangements 
between  France  and  Spain,  one  could  envisage  the  continuation 
of  current  arrangements  by  their  Inclusion  in  the  new  system 
or,  more  simply still,  Inclusion of  them  In  the  system  planned 
for  ICES  area VIII  b. 
2.1.1.3.  ACCESS  TO  AREAS  OTHER  THAN  ICES  DIVISIONS  Vb,  VI,  VII,  VIlla, 
b  and  d 
With  regard  to  conditions of  access  to  areas other  than  those 
for  which  the  Spanish  and  Portuguese  vessels  already  have 
access  In  accordance with Articles 158,  160,  165,  3~9 and  352, 
they  could  be  envisaged  only  If  consistent  with  the  'acquls 
communautalre'  and  more  particularly the  principle of  relative 
stabl llty,  and  lnasfar  as  this  covers  resources  currently 
little used  and  within an  ad  hoc  framework  for  these potential 
fisheries. 
As  paragraph  2.3.1.  of  Part  One  pointed  out,  the  state  of 
major  stocks  Is  not  such  In  these  areas  that  one  could 
reasonably  envisage  an  Increase  In  the  level  of  use  by  the 
Spanish  or  Portuguese  fleets.  This  Is  true  If  one  looks  at 
stocks  subject  to  TACs  and  Quotas,  and  It  Is  also  true  If  one 
considers other  resources  like scallops or  large crustaceans. - 29  -
It  would  be  advisable  moreover  to  consolidate  the  management 
of  these  resources  at  Community  level,  In  particular  by  making 
use  as  reQuired  of  the  new  tools  proposed  as  part  of  the 
revision of  the basic Regulation. 
It  Is  not  Impossible,  however,  that  certain  resources  may  be 
unexplolted  or  at  least  under-exploited  by  the  fleets  of  the 
"Ten"  whereas  they  are  of  Interest  for  Spanish  or  Portuguese 
vessels.  The  latter  could  certainly  benefit  from  their 
specific  experience  and  the  substantial  demand  on  their 
markets  for  species  little  appreciated  further  North.  A more 
precise  analysis  Is  necessary,  which  should  also establIsh  In 
more  detal 1 the potential  problems  of  by-catches  among  already 
widely exploited stocks. 
2.1.1.~.  Fishing agreements  between  Spain  and  Portugal 
2.1. 2. 
Considering  that  the  fishing  agreements  agread  between  Spain 
and  Portugal  and  lntergrated  in  the  AA  will  expire  on 
31  December  1995,  It  Is  proposed  that  the  Counc II  fix  the 
fishing possibilities for  Spanish  vessels  In  Portuguese waters 
and  vice  versa  as  from  1  January  1996  to  take  account  of  the 
levels of  exploitation of  the  resources  concerned. 
CATCH  LIMITATIONS 
Generally,  In  order  to  respect  the  principle  of  relative 
stability,  the shares of  lACs  for  Spain and  Portugal,  as  fixed 
by  the  AA,  remain  unchanged. 
However,  certain  revisions  may  already  be  studied  which  might 
possibly enter  Into  force only as  from  the  1  January  1996. 
In  the  Atlantic  fishing  areas  It  appears  particularly 
necessary  that  the management  of  Inputs  must  be  combined  with 
catch  limits.  The  TAC  and  quotas  •achlnery,  which  remains  an 
essential  foundation,  will  only  acquire  real  operational  scope 
If,  on  the  one  hand,  It  Is  made  more  flexible  and,  on  the 
other,  Is  supplied  with  accurate  statistical  and  scientific 
data. 
In  terms  of  flexibility,  the  Inclusion  of  a  multlannual 
dimension  Ia  the  only  way  of  avoiding  a  situation  where 
precautionary TACa  are systematically set at  a  very  high  level 
to avoid constraints on  fisheries connected with an  unforeseen 
Increase  In  the  abundance  of  resources.  A better  handling  of 
multtapectea problema  (cf.  2.1.2.3.) will  also  largely  Improve 
the  relevance  of  lACs.  It  would  not  be  Impossible  either  to 
review  the  geographical  base  for  certain  stocks,  and  In 
particular  to unify  the  hake  TAC. - 30  -
But  increasing  the  analytical  monitoring  of  resources  and 
working  out  multlannual·or  multispecles  mechanisms  means  that 
data  and  research  are  essential.  They  should  exceed  the 
strictly  biological  framework  and  Involve  alI  the  Uember 
States concerned  In  an  effective and  balanced way. 
2.1.2.1.  THE  TACs  FOR  UONKFJSH  (SPAIN)  AND  ANCHOVIES  (FRANCE) 
The  TACs  for  monkfish  and  anchovies  at located  respectively  to 
Spain  and  France  In  accordance  with  the  AA  (Article  161)  are 
an  obstacle  to rational  management  of  the  fisheries  concerned. 
AccordIng 1  y,  the  Counc II  cou I  d  envIsage  a  revIsIon  of  these 
shares  In  line  with  the  provisions of  the  Commission  proposal 
Introducing  a  Community  system  for  fisheries  and  aquaculture, 
which  envisage  the  possibility  of  adjustments  to  some 
distribution  keys  In  order  to  take  account  of  mlnlquotas  and 
trad It lona I  quota  exchanges  and  the  dIstortIng  effects  that 
they  cause.  In  any  event,  the  adjustments  would  be  possible 
only  In  compliance  with  the overall  balance of  distribution. 
2.1.2.2.  STANDARD  QUANTITIES  OF  BLUE  WHITING  AND  HORSE  UACKEREL 
It  does  not  appear  relevant  to  maintain  a  special  system  In 
the  form  of  standard quantities  Independently  of  the  state of 
resources  for  fish  that  are  difficult  to  catch,  moreover,  In 
the  case of  corresponding vessels fishing profitably,  they  are 
not  permitted to enter  an  area.  This  second  point  Is discussed 
below  (cf.2.1.3.);  the  stocks  In  question  are  not  subject  to 
redistribution  Into  national  quotas  and  so  two  solutions  are 
possible.  One  would  be  allocation  to national  quotas  In  order 
to  transform  the  standard  quantities  Into  percentages,  given 
the  unlimited  access  to  undistributed  TACs.  For  horse 
mackerel,  at  least,  this  first  way  Is  preferable.  The  second 
way  presupposes precautionary controls on  Inputs. 
In  addition,  to  take  Into  account  a  possible  revision  of  the 
lim I tat Ions  on  stocks,  some  geograph I  ca I  flex I  b iII t tes  could 
be  envisaged. 
2.1.2.3.  BY-CATCHES 
By-catches  of  Spanish  and  Portuguese  vessels  will  have  to  be 
treated  In  line with  the general  rules applying  in  this field. 
In  this  spirit,  and  In  view  of  the  need  not  to  penalize  the 
Uember  States  In  relation  to  non-member  countries,  there 
should  be  a  study of  the possibility of  permitting  the  landing 
of  by-catches  lnasfar  as  they  are  genuinely  Inevitable, 2.1 .3. 
- 31  -
as  was  provided  for  In  fisheries  agreements  prior  to 
accession.  These  catches  should  then  be  counted  against  the 
Quota  of  the  target  species,  mainly  hake,  by  applying  a 
conversion  coefficient.  It  would  be  desirable,  for  the  by-
catch  species,  to  choose  coefficient  levels  that  have  a 
deterrent  effect  and  to  I lmlt  strictly  the  level  of  by-
catches. 
LIUITATION  OF  FISHING  EFFORT 
By  establishing a  basic  list of  300  Spanish  vessels authorized 
to operate  In  the  waters of  the  MTenM  and,  a  periodical  list, 
adopted  by  the  Commission,  fixing  the  number  of  such  vessels 
authorized  to  fish  at  the  same  time,  the  AA  regulates  certain 
Inputs  (vessels,  fishing  time)  determining  fishing activities. 
In  the  new  context,  proposed  In  the  Regulation  repeal lng 
Regulation  CEEC)  No  170/83,  this  approach  Is  recommended  as  a 
general  measure,  so that  the Council  could  consider  abolishing 
these  special  arrangements  (basic  list  and  periodical  lists), 
from  1  January  1998. 
In  view  of  the  situation  of  demersal  stocks,  It  Is  not 
possible  to  contemplate  any  adjustments  to  the  fleet  of.  300 
vessels on  the basic and  periodical  lists which  would  Increase 
Its  potential  fishing  effort.  At  present  the  maximum  effort 
which  Is  permitted  each  year,  corresponds  to  145  standard 
vessels  (periodical  list  for  demersal  fishing>  operating  for 
365  days,  I . e.  a  max I  mum  of  53.000  fishIng  days  a  year . 
Provided  that  this  limit  Is  not  exceeded,  different 
combinations  can  be  considered  In  the  number  of  standard 
vessels and  the  number  of  days of  fishing  granted  to each  one. 
However,  care  should  be  taken  to  prevent  the  arrival  of 
vessels  of  a  much  larger  size  and  capacity  than  those 
currently  operating  In  the  area,  which  would  create  new 
prob I  ems.  It  Is  very  d lfficu It  to  ca I  cui ate  the  eQul valence 
of  the  fishing  power  of  such  vessels  In  relation  to  standard 
vessels. 
Care  should also be  taken  to ensure  that  liberalization of  the 
basic  list  does  not  make  the  management  of  licences 
lmposs lb le,  part leu lar ly  In  v lew  of  the  new  Regu I at I  on  on 
controls. 
In  addition,  account  should  be  taken  of  the  fact  that  only 
certain boats,  not  currently on  the basic  list, owing  to  their 
sl ze,  would  be  able  to  profItably  use  the  five  licences  to 
fish  for  the  non-demersal  species  provided  for  In 
Article 181(3),  namely  30,000  tonnes  of  blue  whiting  and 
31,000  tonnes of  horse mackerel. - 32  -
Lastly,  the  conversion  coefficients  applicable  to  longl iners 
eQuipped  with  mechanical  baiting  or  1 ifting devices  should  be 
abandoned  as  an  unrealistic  and  unnecessary  hindrance.  It  Is 
not  logical  to  penalize  this  kind  of  selective  gear, 
especially  now  that  Improvements  are  being  made  to  methods  of 
exploiting demersal  resources. 
For  these  reasons,  from  January  1996,  the  following 
adJustments  could  be  envisaged  for  the  Spanish  fleet  operating 
In  the  waters of  the  •Ten": 
to  fix  authorized  fishing  effort  fixed  by  restricting 
fishing  time  according  to  the  situation of  stocks,  on  the 
basis  of  the  activity  permitted  In  accordance  with 
Article  158(2),  I.e.  not  more  than  53  000  days of  standard 
fishing  in  so  far  as  the situation of  stocks  permits; 
to  Incorporate  fishing  by  Spanish  and  Portuguese  vessels 
In  a  general  control  system  which  permits  effective 
monitoring  and  control  of  fishing  activities,  in 
particular  by  means  of  a  special  licensing  system  and 
monitoring  by  satellite; 
to  ensure  that  the  development  of 
with  the  development  of  the 
Integrating  It  Into  the  general 
development  of  fishing effort: 
t h I  s  f I  ee  t  I  s  I  n  I I  ne 
stocks  concerned  by 
system  governing  the 
to  accept  the  equivalence  In  principle  between  longllners 
and  trawlers pending a  more  effective system of  management 
of  fishing effort  by  different  sectors of  the  fleet; 
to  grant  special  licences  authorizing  fishing  for  non-
demersal  to vessels not  currently on  the  basic  list. 
The  crIterIa  app II cab I  e  to  certaIn  vesse Is  engaged  In 
specialized  fishing  on  the  basic  and  periodical  lists  should 
be  applied  mutatIs  mutandis  to  vesse Is  operat 1  ng  1  n  1  ber I  an 
waters under  Articles  164,  165,  351  and  352. 
2.2.  Monitoring application of  the  CFP 
The  new  Convnunlty  arrangements  for  monitoring  the  application  of 
the  CFP  wl  II  require  special  effort.  This  is  the  case at  European 
level,  according  to  the  diagnosis  established  by  the  Commission 
and  approved  by  all  the  parties  and  authorities,  particularly  the 
Councl I.  Spain  and  Portugal  will  have  to  make  a  special 
contribution  to  this  general  effort.  The  means  Implemented, 
particularly  by  the  Spanish  authorities,  are  still  Insufficient, 
despite  recent efforts.  The  budgetary  resources allocated must - 33  -
take  Into  account  the  Importance  of  fisheries  In  Spain  and 
Portugal,  and  be  brought  up  to  the  cost  of  control/value  of  the 
landings  ratio  of  the  Member  States  which  are  most  advanced  In 
this  area.  Effective,  and  therefore  probably  simple, 
administrative  solutions  must  also  be  found  to  ensure  that  the 
a I location  of  competence  between  the  author It les  concerned  does 
not  handicap  overall  effectiveness.  If  a  Member  State  chooses  a 
different option,  It  will  have  to  bear  any  extra  cost,  so  that  an 
equitable  level  of  efficiency  Is  guaranteed  with  respect  to  the 
other  Member  States. 
Particular  effort  will  be  needed  to  Introduce  new  technologies, 
such  as  data  processing,  Into  the  monitoring  arrangements  In 
Spain,  which  are  still  less  advanced  than  other  Member  States  In 
this field. 
Insofar  as  guarantees  could  be  given,  and  satellite  monitoring 
certainly  provides  the  best  answer,  access  rules,  In  particular 
fishing  plans,  could  be  made  less stringent. 
Operational  cooperation with  the  Inspection services of  the Member 
States  where  Portuguese  and  Spanish  vessels  operate  must  be 
stepped up. 
Lastly,  as  part  of  the  operation  to  harmonize  penalties,  an 
effective  solution  Is  needed  to  the  problem  of  licence 
withdrawals.  Rules  prescribing  withdrawal  and  revoking  of 
licences  as  a  penalty  for  specific  Infringements  could  be  part of 
a  scale  of  administrative  penalties  recommended  at  Community 
level. 
2.3.  Access  to  the  waters  of  non~mber  countries  and  International 
waters 
The  fisheries  agreements  concluded  by  the  Community  are  likely  to 
evolve  In  line  with  political  and  legal  changes  both  In  coastal 
non-member  countries  as  well  as  In  International  forums  and 
organizations whether  they  are specialized  In  fisheries or  not. 
With  reference  to  the  Judgments  of  the  Court  of  Justice  of 
13  October  1992,  It  should  be  remembered  that  Spain  and  Portugal 
are  entitled  to  take  part  In  the  allocation  of  any  new  fishing 
possibilities available under  agreements  with  non-member  countries 
concluded  since  accession  and  relating  to  fishing  possibilities 
still  to be  allocated. 
The  Importance  of  the  external  policy  of  the  CFP  for  Portuguese 
fisheries,  and  even  more  so  for  Spain,  must  not  disguise  the 
delicate  nature  of  the  Community's  fisheries  relations  with  the 
rest of  the world. - 34  -
To  this  end,  the  Community  must  continue  Its  obligations, 
particularly  by  strengthening  Its  position  through  active  and 
positive  participation  In  the  regional  organizations  and  by 
supporting  the  principles of  the  Law  of  the  Sea  bY  cooperating  In 
the  defence  of  the  relevant  provisions  of  the  United  Nations 
Convention on  the  Law  of  the  Sea. 
European  fleets  will  therefore  have  to  support  the  Community's 
ambitions  In  this area. ANNEX 
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ao ..  ~IIIII  ted  171  186  151  157  151  157  155 
Pole t  Line  1111  than ~  GRT  -
(Year  rGW~d)  Periodic  1M  1M  40.110  47.42  !50,81  40,!50  24,33  38,54  60,21 
Anchovy  (Ua In  fllh  I  ng)  aa ..  ~ll•lted  301  7K1  212  275  212  298  287,66 
(01 .03 /30.08)  -
Periodic(  )  180/480  180 I  285  180 I  m  180 I  275  180 I  212  180 1 274  180 I  2ee  1601271.67  100  - -
N '  Anchovy  (Live Bolt)  aa ..  ~IIIII ted  221  228  225  217  211  207  211,66  - (01.07 131.  10) 
Periodic  120  72.70  49.34  n.s  42,9  57,5  45,5  48,63  40,53 
ao ..  ~ll•lted  752  7e1  7'H  806  7'H  793  7'98,33 
Tuna  (Year  reutd)  -
Periodic  ~ll•lted  752  732  704  703  {2)  e67  {2)  &33  (2)  664,34  -
Ray'• Br1011  ao ..  ~IIIII  I ted  n  g.t  121  126  174  112  137,33 
(01. 10 I  31. 12)  -
Periodic  25  11.34  22  20  25  22  18  21,66  88,64 
(1) ,...r of  llcenc.e 1 .._.,.r of w••l•.  ve  ..  ele  In  tt'llee  cot19Qrle1  ore obll9ecl,  to be  authorized  to  fleh,  to  keep  licence  docUMnt  on  board,  which meone  that  the  nunber 
of v•MII really fllhlng IIOY  not  be  greater thon  the nllllber of  llcencee. 
(2)  Figure• for  tuna  flehlng hove  been  token  only  for  the period of  ~~aln activity •  01.07 I  31.10. 
> 
:::1 
:::1 
" 
)( 
....  .... 
I 
N ~ 
w 
TYPE  C#  FISI£Rr 
(p;r  lOCI  of authOr I zatl  on) 
1. Hake,  other ._,_I epeclea 
and  hor.....ackerel(yaar  round) 
1.1. North of  Pwilche parallel 
1 .2. South of  Pwilche parallel 
2.  Lorte •fgronte (year  rauncl) 
other ttaa t&I'MI 
2.1. North of Pwifc:lle parallel 
2.2. South of Penlc:lle  parallel 
3. AI bocore  tuna 
(01.05- 31.07) 
Llet  type 
.... 
P.rfodfc(1  .... 
P.rlodlc(1  ... 
Periodic  ... 
Periodic  ... 
P.rlodlc(2 
F'ISHI~ A&lllGIZATICIG  AI.LOCATED  TO  SPANISH  'JESSELS  IN  Pam.O.£SE WAl[RS  1M&-1SMU 
tulber of  YMMie  Average  I"'UUIber  of ve ...  l• 
per.ltted to be 
authorized 
• 1  ...  1  taneouely  1- 1SI87  1SI88  18  1110  1911 
17  18  18  18  17  15  14 
1/- 8.17 113.01 8.11/14.73 8.85/13.25 8.88111.31 8.te/11.S7 8.ts 111.53 
4  4  4  4  4  4  4 
2/- 2.11 I  3  2.18 I  3  2.221 3  2.20 I  3  2.04/ 2.84  2.u~ I  3 
lktll•lted  138  1!58  151  112  125  128 
75  70.!50  &4  Sl.C»  82  45.25  40.75 
lkt ll•lted  48  S7  31  24  10  12 
15  15  15  15  11.5  5.25  8.25 
lkt ll•lted  204  154  1"  103  150  58 
70 1- 4S.S7 I  121  !50. 82/78. S7  2 I  4.!50  7.44/ 12.8  14.901 22.52 1.11 I  11.58 
~·--- - ·--L__ __  - -- --------
p~ Standard YMMie I  Real  w ...  la.  The  conwrelon  rotee,  baaed  on  liP,  are defined  In  Article 158(2)  of  the Act  of Acceeelon. 
2  Standard YMMie I  Real  WeMie.  The  conwrelon  ratee,  baMd  on  GRT,  are defined  In  the Annex  to Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1419/88. 
Aver(l9e  No. 
of authorl-
zat lone  over 
1881J- '"' 
15.33 
8.13 111.!50 
4 
2.14 I  2.SM 
121.68 
48.33 
15.33 
8.33 
104 
9.83 I  15.58 
L_  ----
Aver09• :l 
tok~ 
CHer 
118i- 1M1 
90.17 
e9.22 
100 
107 
-
65.n 
-
55.53 
-
14.04 
---- --
:. 
~ 
~ 
II 
)(  ...  ... 
I 
""" ANNEX  I  I  I 
PORTUGUESE  VESSELS += 
~ 
FISIUNJ .AlJIHlUZATICNS  .Al.UX"A.1ID 10 ~E  VESSas  IN  OC-10 \1ATERS  1986-1991 
:NU.&m a: VESsas 
SPOCIES  LIST 1YPE  Pm.fiTIID 10 BE  1  9  8  6  1  9  8  7  1  9  8  8  1  9  8  9  1  9  9  0 
(Period of  authorization)  .AT.JilmiZID 
S IM.LTANHlJSLY 
BLUE WIITINJ  Base  s  - - - - -
(year-round) 
Periodic  l  (1)  - - - - -
lOSE~  Base  6  - - - - -
(Year-round) 
Periodic  4  (1)  - - - - -
1H.mln\E  Base  Unlimited  - - - - 2 
(Year-round)  (2) 
Periodic  Unlimited  - - - - l 
----L_ 
(1)  Standard vessels.  The  conversion  rates,  based  on  BHP,  are defined  in AJticle  158(2)  of  the Act  of Accession. 
(l) .Authorized  fran June  to ~camber. 
(3) .Authorized  fran July to ~camber. 
1  9  9  1 
-
-
-
-
2 
(3)  -
2 
•  :J 
:J 
I'D 
)( 
....  ....  .... 
I 
~ FISHitG NJMJUZATICNS  ALLCX'.ATED  TO  Pam.Q.£SE VESSELS  IN  SPN.USH  WATERS  1~1 
tlnber of  v.aaela  Av.rage nullber  of w ...  la 
TYFE  rE  F  ISIGl'  Llat  type  pe ..  l tted to be 
(PiriOd of authOrization)  authorized 
aiiiU I taneoual  'I  1eae  1M7  1888  1888  1gg()  11Mt1 
1.  Hoke,  other ct.erMI  apeclea  ao ..  17  17  17  17  17  17  17 
and hor..-.ockerel (y•r r'OU'Mi) 
1.1. North  of  the  rio Mlfto  Perlodlc(1  ~I- 8.4317.15  8.11 I 8.75  8.57 I 8.13  8.18 1 8.40  8.!58 I 8.57  8.71 1 8.21 
f ra~t ler 
ao ..  4  4  2  2  3  1  1 
1.2. Eoat  of  the  rio Cuodlono 
fra~tler  Perlodlc(1  21- 1.21 I 1.09  1. 81  I  1.!50  0.12 I o.81  OIO  OIO  o I o 
2.  Large  111lgra~ta other  thon  ao ..  tk\111111 ted  29  30  24  29  34  40 
tuna 
(Year  round)  Periodic  20  20  20  1~.17  20  20  20 
ao ..  tk\ lim I ted  107  - - - - -
3. Albacore  tuna 
(01.0!5  - 31.07)  Perlodlc(2  101- 11.4 I 53.5  - - - - -
-- -- -- -- --- --
..r:-
G'\ 
fJ  StandCird  veaaela I  Real  venela.  The  converalon  rotea,  boNd  on  Btfl,  ore defined  In  Article  158(2)  of  the Act  of Acceaalon. 
2  Standard wanla I  Real  venela.  The  converalon  rotea,  boNd  a~ GRT,  ore defined  In  the Annex  to Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1418/88. 
Average  N1 
of  outhorl-
zot lone  over 
198t- 1991 
17 
8.481 8.39 
use 
OIO 
34.33 
20 
-
-
-
Average X 
tok~ 
over 
1~89 - 1991 
100 
94.22 
41.50 
0 
-
100 
-
-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
> 
:1 
:1  , 
)C 
...  ...  ... 
I 
N ANNEX  IV 
VESSELS  OF  THE  "TEN" 
IN  SPANISH  AND 
PORTUGUESE WATERS FISHitG NJTliJUZATI<HS  ALLOCATED  TO  ~10  VESSELS  IN  SPANISH  WA'IlRS  1~1 
Nlllber  of  wtMII  Average  nwlber  of veeHII  Average  No.  Average " 
TYFE  ~  FJSt£Rr  Llet  type  pe111l tted to be  of  outhorlz~  toke--\4) 
(Pir  I  Od  of author I  zat I an)  author I  zed  t lane over  over 
a I..,  I toneoue ly  1- 1ae7  1- 1- 1180  1881  198t- 19i1  1989- 1991  ...  10  10  10  10  10  10  8  8.88  &e.IS 
Hake cwt  other• 
(Year  round)  P.rlocllc(  )  51- 3.34 I  3.45  4.21 1 4.17  3.11 I  3.34  o.ee 1 o.se  4.55 I  4.!50  - 1.7511.n  35.0  ...  25  25  10  10  18  11  18  18.33  73.32 
LC1ft9llnere  <  100 grt 
(Year  round)  P.rlocllc(2  10 I  25  7.!50 I  7.!50  5.84 I  5.84  3.08 I  3.08  IS. ISIS  I  IS .ISIS  7.5 I  7.5  I.  ISIS  1 1.  se  5.28  52.8 
aa ..  1!'\ll•lted  24  - - - - - 0  0 
Pole 1:  line< !50  grt 
(Year  round)  P.rlocllc  84  111.a  - - - - - 0  0  ...  ..., ll•lted  15  40  40  40  40  [37)  215 . ISIS  [ 3SI]  88.155  [97.50] 
Anchovy 01 110ln  catch 
[37] 
(3) 
215 .ISIS  [  3SI]  (01.03 - 30.08)  P.rlocllc(2  40 I  1m  11.!50 I  11.!50  40140  30130  40140  40140  66.155  (97.50]  1  ...  1!'\ll•lted  18  15  15  11S  11S  [15]  10.88 [15.66]  53.3  [78.30] 
s: 
AnchOYy  01  II w  ba  I t 
(01 .rn - 31 •  1o)  P.rlocllc  3)  17.25  15  15  [15] 
(3) 
11S  18  10.ISIS  [15.66]  53.3  (78.30) 
~  aa ..  71  71  45  - - 8  - 2  2.81 
I 
Sardine <  100  grt 
co1.01- 211.02 I 01.01- 31.12)  P.rlocllc(2  40 I  11  0.75 I  o.75  J2.  25/38.00  -1- - 1 I- - O.ll  0.82  ...  1!'\ II•Jted  111  102  1215  2ti7  141  104  170.66  -
Thunnldol 
(Year  round)  P.rlocllc  1!'\ liMited  111  {4)  102  (5)  121S  {5)  2155  (IS)  141  (5)  82  (5)  1152.68  -
-- -
(1) Stcwiord wtMII I  Real  WIMII.  The  converelan  rote1,  baled an  Elf',  ore defined  In  Article 158(2)  of  the Act  of Acce111an. 
(2) Nulber of  licence• 1 nUIIber  of we•le.  V••••••  In  the• categorlee ore obliged to be  authorized to fleh,  to keep  licence docunent  an  board,  which 1111an1  that  the 
I'IUiber  of veiMII really tllhlng 1101  not  be  greater  than  the nllllber  of  llcencee. 
(l) French outhorltl•• reque1ted 37  licence~ to fllh anchovy  01110ln  catch and  15  licence•  to fl1h anchovy  01  live bolt,  but  the quota of  anchovy  for France  In  ICES 
dlvl•lon VIII wa•  already exhaueted. 
~
4~ Nulber of we•l• authorized fraa Auc)uat  onwardl. 
5  Nulber of WIHII authorized frCII  July onward1. 
8  Nulber of w••••• authorized fraa Mcly  onwarde. 
> 
:::1 
:::1 
II 
)( 
.... 
< 
I  ..... ~ 
LP 
TYFE  f7 FISIDr 
(PiriOd of authOrization) 
Albacore  tuna 
(02.08 - 21.07) 
Tropical  tuna  (1) 
(Year  rCUid) 
Other  ttunnlcloe  (1) 
(Year  round) 
Llet  type 
BaN 
Periodic 
BaN 
Periodic 
BaN 
Periodic 
FISHitG AUTKRilATIOIS  ALLOCATED  TO  ~10  VESSELS  IN  FUm.Q.£SE MTERS  11M1&-11 
...._r of YMMie  W.roge nunber  of w ...  le 
,.  ..  1  tted to be 
authorized 
el.,  I taneouel y  ,.  1M7  1.a  1- 1M 
lklll•lted  115  102  44  - 83 
110  (FR)  110  102  44  - 83 
lklll•lted  - - 12  2ts7  138 
lklll•lted  - - FR  •  10~  12  FR  -2ts5~  2~  FR  •134~ 138 
Ill..•  2  Ill..•  2  Ill..•  2 
lklll•lted  117  - 12  2ts7  138 
lklll•lted  111  - FR  •  10~  12  FR  -2ts5~ 287  FR  •134~136 
Ill..•  2  IRL•  2  Ill..•  2 
- - - ·-- -- - -
(1)  Since 1.a, the - weMie haYe  bMn authorized to fleh  for  tropical  tuna and other thunnldae at  the eaN tl•. 
Awrage No. 
of  authorl-
zat lane  ewer 
,.1  1iai- 1.1 
•  so.ee 
•  so.ee 
72  158.33 
72  (FR)  158.33 
72  158.33 
72  (FR)  158.33 
-
Average X 
tak~ 
over 
1-- 1991 
-
46.05 
-
-
-
-
,.. 
;::, 
;::, 
111 
)( - < 
I 
N ANNEX  V 
RATE  OF  UTILIZATION 
OF  TACs  AND  QUOTAS 
So-Annex  V-1 
RATE  Of  UTILIZATION  Of  QUOTAS  IN  1986  (AFTER  EXCHANGE  AND/OR  TRANSFER)  IN% 
B  OK  0  E  F  IRL  Nl 
Hake 
Vb,VI,YI I,XII,XIV,  42,0  71,21  78,3  136,5  -
Yllla,b,d,e 
Vlllc,IX,X,CECAF  104,8  -
I II , IV ,  Vb , V  I , V  I I  48,0  61,5  33,5  71,2  77.1  136,5  20,0 
Vllla,b,d,e  {  1) 
Lotte 
Vb ,  V  I , X  I I  , X  I  V  0,8  - 3,8  58,8  60,5  37,8  -
VII  33,3  - - 98,5  73,4  72,7  -
Vllla,b,d,e  57,9  30,9 
Vlllc,IX,IX,CECAF  108,2  -
Megrl• 
Vb , V  I , X  I I  , X  I  V  73,4  30,6  42,6 
VII  50,0  51,9  80,4  57.1 
Vllla,b,d,e  36,1  55,9 
Vlllc,IX,X,CECAf  85,6  -
Crayfish 
Vb,VI  20,0  98,3  10,0 
VII  22,3  62,0  67,4 
{1)  Including  the  1500  t  of  fixed  Quantities  In  Vllla,b,d  {AA). 
{2)  Catches:  ICES  WG/TAC  EEC. 
p  UK 
108,2 
89,8 
105,7 
52,6 
68,8 
100,6 
56,7 
81,3 
90,3 
78,2 
74,4 
Annex  V-1 
EEC 
catch 
transt 
80,2 
{1) 
93,9 
78,6 
{1) 
50,4 
68,6 
35,0 
102,1 
45,3 
67,3 
44,9 
81,8 
77,3 
65,6 
{ 
ICES 
W.G. 
NO 
55,3 
128,1 
58,7 
78,6 
71,9 
13,8 
76,4 Vlll,a,b  0,2  52,8  49,6  59,1 
VI lie  108,7  - 103,3  122,5 
Vllld,e  no  declara  lon  of  c  tches  NO 
IX,X,CECAF  107,0  77.7  85,0  33,7 
Po I lack  - 97,7  (2230%)  53,4  105,2  ) 
~ 
VII  79,7  85,0  77,0  (2676%)  121,0  99,5  ) 
.~ 
Vllla,b  3,2  45,4  38,2  )  NO 
) 
VIlle  57,6  - 52,0  ) 
) 
Vllld,e  no  declara  lon  of  c  tches 
Anchovy 
VIII  18,7  68,9  23,7  25,0 
-52..-Annex  V-2 
Annex  V-2 
RATE  Of  UTILIZATION  Of  QUOTAS  IN  1991  (AFTER  EXCHANGE  AND/OR  TRANSFER)  IN  I 
EEC  ICES 
B  OK  D  E  F  IRL  Nl  p  UK  catch  I.G. 
transf 
Hake 
Vb , V  I , V  I I , X  I I , X  I  V 
Vllla,b,d,e 
46,0  20,0  83,7  54,5  83,7  100,4  98,1  73  NO 
V  I I I c, I  X, X, CECAf  38,6  1, 4  69,6  45,6  64,4 
I I I a  , I V  ,  Vb , V  I , V  I I  68,5  86,7  71,9  83,7  54,5  83,7  82,2  - 98,5  73,7 
Vllla,b,d,e 
lotte 
Vb , V  I , X  I I , X  IV  58,0  4,0  47,9  103,0  51,0  32,8  96,5  68,0  82,3 
VII  4,7  56,0  19,7  98,8  44,9  74,5  103,3  59,2  48,8  ) 
.~  ,3-
Vllla,b,d,e  47,5  53,7  52,7 
~~8. 
) 
) 
VII lc,IX,X,CECAf  21,6  60,0  104,8  35,4  48,4 
Wegr II 
Vb, V  I , X  I I , X  IV  115,9  21,4  76,9  103,9  65,4  55,8 
VII  7,4  76,2  46,4  71,3  72,9  62,2  ) 
I~  ,4-
Vllla,b,d,e  32,2  109,9  86,9 
1(-89, 
) 
) 
Vllle,IX,X,CECAF  10,5  0,3  63,8  11,7  18,1 
Crayfish 
Vb,VI  119,6  0, 1  0,6  79,6  77,9  77,7 
VII  72,2  64,4  31,3  103,0  67,4  (3'3,4 
Vllla,b  8,2  75,5  71,4  74,0 
:atches:  ICES  IG/TAC  EEC. VI lie  72,6  16,0 
Vllld,e  74,0 
IX,X,CECAF  33,6 
Po I lack 
Vb , V  I , X  I I , X  I V  31,0  6,0 
VII  16,9  74,0  32,0 
Vllla,b  30,6  84,0 
VIlle  12. 1  0,9 
Vllld,e  34,7 
Anchovy 
VIII  19,2  213,4 
54-
70,2 
74,0 
21,6  24,6 
23,4  48,3  24.1 
62,2  76,9  41,8 
75,0 
11,0 
34,7 
38,6 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
88,3 
NO 
36,0 
63,3 ANNEX  VI 
INTRA-COI\NUN I TY  TRADE 
IN  FISHERY  AND  AQUACULTURE 
PRODUCTS 
_s~-U\ 
q) 
I 
E  li  R - 1 0  fUR-12  IUORT  OF  PISH  FOR  HUMAN  CONS~XPTJON  1 1 1 
FRO~  INTRA·EC  (SPLIT  UP  BY  MEMBER  STATE) 
:!.SLE  II.  QUAII'I'ITY  1n  \  ~a~'!'j  on  the  year  1985  (•  100) 
=~=~========~-=============~===================~===================~========·· 
YW:  1984  198 5  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990  1991 
REPORITR:f!!R-10  !:JR-12  :EUR-10  EiiR-12  :ruR·lO  !:UR·l2  :EOR·lO  WR·I2  :!lJR·lO  E'JR·l2  :EUR-10  EUR-12  :M-10  EUR-12  :E!Jil-10  EUR-1i 
:!J~EF 
:.:.:.=======  =:-:::.:::===== :=======:::..::-::: ========= :===========:=====:::.:=-=::: :=:.:=======: ======-=:..:===  :=:.:======: 
fr~nce  84.99  54.26:  100.00  100.00:  97.58  65.58:  98.44  71.86:  100.58  8J.49:  111.26  90.H:  126.11  IOU9  120.72  10126 
Belq.  ·Lux~  91.01  91.08:  100.00  100.00:  100.31  100.74:  115.10  119.63:  12UJ  127.51:  12(.18  128.7J:  140.97  144.40:  117.98  142.31: 
je~  her 1  ands  9Ul  95.91:  100.00  100.00:  101.07  101.11:  91.92  93.96:  95.28  97.62:  IOJ.02  108.51:  106.21  111.66:  11157  11626 
::  Gertanr  116  JS  126  l4  l:lUJ  10000:  10).07  103.47:  lll.9J  117.77:  15J.s:  !SU9:  159.94  162  JO·  !lUI  JJU6  194  88  196  18 
::..J1:  f  ;1  lO  l:lO.uO  10C  00.  9J.96  lJO:  8).20  60.S6:  80.99  66.91:  ·;  ~S  6l  2S.  'U6  58  !I  lUJ  6112 
.  ~:.I.  KHl:JCO~  n 'I  91  88:  100.00  100.00:  105.54  110.45:  128.JJ  140.54:  ll6.J6  150.18:  llUB  HU9:  149.88  lSB.\2  161  OJ  112  19 
Ire Ia rrl  98.64  98  49:  100.00  100.00:  87.46  92.ll:  105.)4  11l.JB:  104.22  Ill. 74:  90.15  100.54:  10J.58  111.16:  109.48  118  88: 
Denl!l3rk  98  l2  89.51:  100.00  100.00.  101.85  101.84:  9J.OJ  94.91:  96.39  98.99:  101.95  108  2J".  112.59  118.0  120.90  125  81 
Greece  8041  79  '0:  100  DO  100  00:  99.91  114.03:  145.46  171.24:  152.46  142.91:  15!.57  119.08:  118.42  116.28:  119.67  Ill  8! 
ror tug a  1  l' 0.  100.00:  118. 85:  102.68:  129. 2):  203.95:  12Ul  liD  61 
:  Spcll.J\  b7.Jl:  100.00:  99' 18:  110.08:  104.84:  Ill. 50:  116.01 :  120.89: 
.  =========: ======== :=========: ======== :=========:  ========:  ===========: ========= :=========: 
:Total  lntra·Ec:  94.77  87.68:  100.00  100.00:  100.40  96.51:  101.83  101.01:  108.46  108.10:  112.77  IIU1:  121.78  121.26:  129.71  IJ0.94: 
~========================================================~=====~=~=======~== 
(•)  Fisb  for  huaan  consu~ption =OJ+  1604  + 1605  + 19022010  (froa  1988  on) 
source  :  COI!O:T  20.10.1992 
Tab.  ~ef.  : OUCOC£: l"N'I1UCE2 
;::. 
z  z  ,... 
>< 
< E  U  R  • 1 0  ' 
E  U  R  • 1 2  IMPORT  0 f  F I S H  f 0 R  H  U  MA H  C  0 H  S U  K  P T I 0 N  l*l 
F  R  0 M  INTRA·EC  (SPLIT  D  p  8 y  MEMBER  STATE) 
!ABLE  IV.  VAUJE  in \ based  on  tbe  year  1985  (=  1001  ---------------------------------
===============================~======a=============================~======== 
YEAR:  1914  :  1985  :  1986  :  198?  .  1988  :  1989  :  1990  :  1991  . 
:  :  :  '  :  ' 
R!:PORTER:WR·lO  !llR·l2  :EUR·lO  EUR·12  :flJR·10  WR·l2  :EUR·IO  £!1·12  :flJR·10  fl1R·l2  :EUR·10  EUR·l2  :f.'IJR·10  f.'!JR·l2  :EUR·!D  EUR·I2 
: 
:PAR'ltiD 
:==========:==-=========:=========:=========:=========:=========:===========:=========:===========: 
:France  76. 23  73.41:  100.00  100.00:  107,72  110.21:  117.40  125.07:  121.13  140.93:  lll.H  163.46:  141.11  179.22:  136.74  185.22: 
:  :  :  :  :  : 
:  Belg. ·LIIXb:J  :  77.15  77.18:  100.00  100.00:  121.51  121.87:  144.21  146.64:  146.66  149.11:  160.11  164.93:  174.29  179.31:  187.96  193.80: 
:  :  :  :  : 
:Netherlands  87. 66  87.31:  100.00  100.00:  110.87  111.52:  114.29  117.38:  121.53  123.84:  13).)9  138.39:  148.01  158.61:  169.58  179.9~: 
U\  :r:  Gmany  9  ). 27  93.44:  100.00  100.00:  103.29  10tll:  11U1  117.33:  12J.J2  125.98:  148.70  153.95:  161.63  161.23:  1!5.02  186  2': 
,._) 
:!:Jly  90.  ~6  8~.28:  1~0.00  100.00:  106.34  106.6~:  95 .16  89.0:  99.11  98.0:  108.41  113.11:  107.87  ll4.'C  lC•).)4  l34.l; 
I 
:.i:.d.  Klrqdo:  BUS  85.81:  :00.00  100.00:  114.31  121.57:  141.74  158.43:  147.67  170.S4:  164.46  IBJ.U:  180.li  198.91  110  li  w  1: 
:  : 
:lre1ard  91.90  91.75:  100.00  100.00:  98.83  112.29:  107.98  123.81:  124.51  143.46:  ll5.40  169.09:  144.66  177.9):  16US  200.11 
:  :  :  :  :  : 
:Cenmark  80. 76  80.95:  100.00  100.00:  115.48  116.15:  124.17  127.40:  127.16  131.03:  ll6.75  144.21:  158.99  170.23:  170.24  181.2•: 
:  : 
:G:eece  70. 
11  7J.~f:  100.00  100.00:  101.96  125.34:  13).53  151.03:  144.09  141.32:  164.12  155.84:  169.43  ~~~.14:  203.37  18~.J~ 
: 
:Fortuq!l  7; .t;:  130.00:  12UJ:  122.57:  l4 2. 96:  216.98:  24 9. lb:  280.15 
:Spain  64. !1:  100.00:  92.45:  108.69:  110.20:  124.83:  l4 5.19:  160.20: 
:====·-=====: ==-========= :==========: =========:=========: ======== :===========: ========= :==========: 
:Total  Intra·Ec:  83.81  81.65:  100.00  100.00:  111.44  112.50:  121.79  125.86:  127.34  133.58:  140.15  151.35:  155.69  170.25:  170.92  187 .)1: 
=============================================================================  >  z 
(')  fish  for  b~man coos~tim = 03  • 1604  + 1605  + 19022010  (fraa  1988  on)  z  .., 
Source  :  COM EXT  20.10.1992 
X 
r~t.  ref.  : CAJCOOE: IJI'mW  <  ..... 
I 
"' E  U  R  · 1 0  ' 
t U  R  - l 2  IKPORT  0 F  F I S H  F 0 R  H  U 0  H  C  0 H  S  U  K  P  T I 0  ~  ( t I 
f R  0 K  EXTRA·EC  ( S P L  I T  0 p  BY  KEHBER  STATE) 
TABLE  IV.  VAUJE  in  \  bl.>t<.  ••  e year  1985  (=  100) 
-- ----------~------------ ..  ---------------· 
==============·~~=====================================================~=====~ 
YF>.R:  1984  :  1985  :  1986  :  1987  .  1988  :  1989  :  1990  :  1991  . 
:  :  :  :  :  : 
P.l.R'I'h!R:  EXTRA  EXTRA  :  !:X mA  EXru  :  EXTRA  EXTP.A  :  EX'n!A  EX'ntl.  : EXTRA  EXTRA  :  EXTRA  EX'ffiA  : EXTRA  EXTRA  :  COitl.  er:ru 
:  EUR.-10  EUR-12  : !lJR-10  EUR·l2  : !:l!R·lO  EUR-12  : IDR·lO  !lJR-12  :  EUR-10  EUR.-12  : !m-10  EUR-12  :  EIJR-10  E~-1:  ·  EUR-10  M·1i 
REP~TER 
=====-====:: ':":::':':"':":.:====: :=======-====: ====:z:==== :==========:=========  :=========~=:  =========:  =========. 
r  ~a nee  9  7.27  95.0C  100.00  100.00:  116.00  116.0:  134.59  ll5.72:  145.07  147.17:  149.31  149.5,:  16 5. 21  167.04:  175. 61  I  i7. S  2: 
:  :  :  : 
·2elq.·Luxbi  9  9. 3)  99.)7:  100.00  100.00:  !08.66  108.01:  119.H  118.89:  lJ). 71  1)).82:  145.02  IH.9t  162.)9  162.02:  179.76  179.21: 
:~ether  lands  99.83  100.85:  100.00  100.00:  115.31  115.59:  145.64  l46.46:  186.11  188.00:  2)0.54  ll1.96:  280.28  284.52:  35U2  359.9&: 
.1\ 
)(J 
r~ Ge!llany  9  5. 07  95.21:  100.00  100.00:  114.98  114.24:  122.96  12).90:  116 .!)  1) 8. )4:  1:1.;)  15J.9C  18 3.02  184.69:  219.25  222  '~ 
\ 
j :a ly  •  5. j j  76. ;: :  100.00  100.00:  94.27  97.50:  114.03  116.75:  120.92  122.27:  135.85  !JUS  !4UG  llU8:  !58  ) 5  l  ~:  : i 
: 
·  ~:.:1.  YJ  r'ljdo~  68.61  88.)):  100.00  100.00:  109' 51  109.86:  104.05  !OU5:  119.70  119.88:  1  Jl. i 0  1  JD .11 ·  1J7.H  1ll9i:  145  o  1n.::· 
:  :  : 
;  :e Jdrxj  ..,  ...  "'  "1/.,..J  99.  JG.  100.00  100.00:  112.27  112.47:  168.16  172.92:  149.58  15)' 29:  168. 4  j  165. 7  7:  188' ))  18 5. 78:  164.01  159. i7: 
:  :  :  : 
:  Cen:Da rk  82. 11  82.40:  100.00  100.00:  123.40  123.55:  149.50  150.29:  W.64  150.0:  168. 2  5  168 '56:  189' 77  IS 1. 04:  201.79  198.29: 
:  :  :  :  :  : 
:Greece  101.29  lOU!:  100.00  100.00:  116.09  120.42:  138.94  144.97:  131.28  139.04:  179.77  187 .9):  166. 94  17 5.28:  155.16  162.25: 
:  :  : 
·Per ruqa 1  77. 80.  I  00.00:  88. 87:  lll.90:  141.23:  118 .ll  14U2  203.9 2: 
: 
5~10  10). 16:  100.00:  188. 2J:  236.12:  ))), 73:  J  70.4 5:  m.JJ:  488 '79: 
: ========: ======-======= :=========:  =========  :=========:==========  :=============: ===::======: =========:  >  z  :Total  Extra·Ec:  8  7' 91  89.15:  100.00  100.00:  110.24  115.92:  123.80  13).73:  134.17  150.58:  147.82  162.61:  161.7)  179.92:  178.02  202.84:  z 
r-
=====~=~===========================================~====~==================~==  >< 
( 1 )  Fish  for  buaan  consuq~tion =OJ  + 1604  + 1605  + m22010  (frill  1988  on) 
c:  Source  : C!»!EXT  22.10.1992  -
T3t.  ref.  : 0~3COCE: !:X'mAC£4  ,...,.. 